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The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate the
nature of perceptual processing underlying adult word
recognition.

The

question of major interest was why are words perceived better than nonwords,
(WSE).

a

well -documented phenomenon called the Word Superiority Effect

Estes's (1975a) positional uncertainty explanation of the WSE

was tested explicitly.
is some degree of

His model

of word perception states that there

uncertainty with regard to the relative positions of

letters in briefly presented visual stimuli.

The WSE is produced be-

cause, for words, this fallible position information is supplemented by

our knowledge of the orthographic structure of words.
is not

This information

available for nonword stimuli, hence words are perceived more

accurately than nonwords.
Three experiments were conducted to test Estes's claims which

manipulated the degree of positional uncertainty of letters
and five-letter words and nonwords.

If the positional

hypothesis is correct, then there should be

a

V

uncertainty

decrease in the size of

the WSE when positional uncertainty is reduced.
i

in four-

In

Experiment 1, positional uncertainty was
manipulated by

varying the spacing between letters in
the stimulus display.

Four-

letter words and nonwords were briefly
presented with either wide or

narrow space between the letters;
was used.

a

forced-choice recognition procedure

The results revealed that the size of the
WSE did not vary

with the spacing manipulation.

It was

argued, however, that the spacing

manipulation did not influence the probability of letter
position confusions.

Moreover, it was suggested that the forced-choice recognition

procedure may not tap position-specific information regarding
subjects'
perceptions.

Due to these methodological

issues, two more experiments

were designed to test the positional uncertainty hypothesis.
In

Experiment 2, positional uncertainty was manipulated by

varying the number and location of stimulus display letters that re-

mained on display in the postmask.

Three mask conditions were used:

Cued Letter, where only the cued letter was masked (e.g.,

S

J I IP);

Flanking, where the cued letter and those letters adjacent to it were

masked (e.g.,

S

$

S

S P);

and Nonflanking, where the cued letter and

the letters not adjacent to the cued letter were masked
(e.g., $ T

I

I

$).

It was predicted that there would be a larger WSE

in the Flanking than the Cued Letter and Nonflanking mask conditions.

A partial report procedure was used, which allowed the analysis of

errors.

Using this procedure,

a

second prediction was made that the

difference in report accuracy between words and nonwords would be due

predominantly to the difference in transposition errors (the report of
a

letter presented in the display).

The results showed that there was
V

a

nonsignificant trend for the WSE to be larger
in the Flanking than

the Cued Letter and Nonflanking
conditions.

In

addition, contrary to

the predictions, transposition errors
alone did not account for the

size of the WSE.

Coupled with the results of Experiment
3, which also

found nonsignificant differences in the size
of the WSE among the mask

conditions using

a

forced-choice recognition procedure, it was concluded

that the WSE is not produced by the resolution
of positional uncertainty.

An explanation of the WSE was developed in terms
of a model of

word perception which stressed the importance of the
activation of

long-lasting perceptual codes which captures both letter identity
and
letter position information.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Reading is one of the most complex forms of visual

processing that most humans master early in their lives.
process can be viewed as

a

information
The reading

series of information processing stages which

include encoding or perceiving the visual stimulus, retaining it in
active memory while it is being understood in relation to the previously

encoded words, and possibly the attempt at storing the information conveyed by that series of words.

The focus of this research will be on

the first stage of processing, that of encoding the visual

identifying which word it is.

stimulus and

Obtaining an understanding of how people

transform written symbols into meaningful information may not only lead
to a better understanding of human's cognitive capacities, but may also

lead to

a

better understanding of the reading process itself.

Hopefully,

it may lead to the early diagnosis and correction of problems that some

children have in learning to read effectively.
Interest in the question of how people perceive words arose al-

most simultaneously with the emergence of experimental psychology, when
Cattell

(1886) found that people could search for

short and long words in the same amount of time.

a

target letter through

Cattell concluded that

words were perceived as units, due to their familiarity to the adult
reader.

Modern interest in the question did not emerge until the late
1

1960s; however, some experiments in the
1950s investigating perceptual

learning have bearing on tne question.

Howes and Solomon (1951) found

that tachistoscopically presented words with

a

high frequency of occur-

rence in the English language were recognized at
lower duration than
rare words, and Solomon and Postman (1952) reported
the same effect for

frequently presented pronounceable nonwords (referred to as
pseudowords)
than infrequently presented psuedowords.

Furthermore, greater whole re-

port accuracy was found in eight-letter nonwords which were
similar in

form to English words (i.e., CULATTER) than those which were not (i.e.,

CYGJCDHM) (Miller, Bruner, & Postman, 1954).

Similarly, Gibson, Osser,

Pick, and Hammond (1962) found superior whole-report accuracy for pseudo-

words which followed the constraints of English orthography (i.e., BLORDS)
than those which did not (i.e., DSORBL).

These results are consistent with Cattell's conclusion, that there
is a

processing advantage for words over nonwords, and expand his conclu-

sion to include orthographical ly legal

sented stimuli.
Effect (WSE).

This

phenomenon

pseudowords and frequently pre-

has been labeled the Word Superiority

These experiments all relied on whole report procedures

for determining response accuracy or duration threshold of these stimuli.
As Sperling (1960) has demonstrated, whole report procedures do not yield
a

sensitive measure of what was perceived due to the decay of information

from memory stores: The perceived stimulus must be held in STM prior to
and during the verbal report.

The superior performance of words or word-

like stimuli over nonwords could be due to
latter.

a

faster decay rate for the

Presumably, the wordlike stimuli can be rehearsed in

a

smaller

acoustic chunk, while nonwords are rehearsed letter by letter, or not

3

at all.

More refined experimental
duce STM factors.

procedures have been developed to re-

One such procedure incorporates the use of
a partial

report, where the stimulus is exposed briefly and

a

post-exposure mask

indicates the position of the letter to be reported in
the display.
Often, the position is marked by two letter choices,
displayed above and

below the cued position, from which the subject makes

forced choice.

a

Reicher (1969) tested the validity of the STM explanation of the
superior performance of words over nonwords.

As well

as using a forced

choice procedure to reduce STM factors, he also included single letter
displays as well as word and nonword displays.

Reicher reasoned that the

memory load for single letters should be the same if not less than for
words, so if he found that letters in words were recognized better than
single letters, he could conclude that the WSE was not
enon.

Reicher found greater accuracy for

than a letter presented alone or in

a

a

a

storage phenom-

letter embedded in

nonword.

a

word

Thus, when STM factors

were reduced, the processing advantage for words remained.
Reicher'

s

results indicated that people have knowledge of the

rules of English orthography to aid in their recognition of visually pre-

sented words.

The knowledge that people have of English spelling rules

could operate within the perceptual system, such that experience with
words facilitates perception of stimuli which follow their rules, or it
could permit them to consciously use their knowledge of the redundancy
of the English language to supplement perception.

The use of redundancy at the conscious level will be referred to
as a guessing strategy.

The simplest form of

a

guessing strategy expla-

4

nation is that subjects do not perceive any of
the display; instead,
they respond by guessing

a

very common word, yielding the superior per-

formance of frequent words over rare words.
pointed out that the probability of

a

However, Neisser (1967) has

correct guess in the absence of

any stimulus is too low to produce the magnitude of
the effect.

In ad-

dition, this pure guessing notion cannot explain the
superior performance
for psuedowords over nonwords.

More viable guessing models (Massaro, 1973; Bjork

&

Estes, 1973)

assume that some part of the visual display is perceived and this amount
is

equivalent for words and nonwords.

results from the restriction of

a

The superior performance of words

set of candidate words which contain

the perceived fragment, and from these candidates a guess is made.

Explicit tests of the guessing hypothesis began with Reicher
(1969) and Wheeler (1970) who utilized the forced-choice procedure where

both letter alternatives formed a 'common word in the cued position of
the display.

They assumed that if all but the cued letter were perceived,

the subjects held the perceived fragment and the ambiguous featural

in-

formation from the cued position in memory until the response alternatives
were presented.

Then, subjects compared the featural

information from

the cued position to the alternatives, choosing the best letter match

that completed a word.

If subjects had perceived only the non-cued let-

ters in the stimulus pattern, and

a

guessing strategy were being used,

then there would be a .50 probability of being correct.

Both Reicher and

Wheeler found greater than chance accuracy of letter identification for
words, and greater accuracy for words over both single letters and nonwords.

They both concluded that our knowledge of spelling patterns op-

.

erates during perception, producing the
WSE.
However. Thompson and Massaro (1973) suggested
that subjects may
use guessing strategies prior to the
forced-choice decision.

posed that ambiguous featural

information

is

They pro-

not held until the response

alternatives are presented as Reicher and Wheeler
assumed, but that the

whole pattern is integrated into
ternatives.

a

word prior to the presentation of al-

Redundancy acts to restrict letter candidates

in the cued

position that form words, and these candidate letters
are compared against the response alternatives.

These two hypotheses concerning the

effects of redundancy are similar in nature, but Thompson and
Massaro's

claim implies that the restriction of candidates is post-perceptual,
whereas Reicher and Wheeler claim that this restriction goes on during
perception.

Thompson and Massaro tested their hypothesis that redundancy restricts
ment.

a

set of letter candidates that form words in the perceived frag-

They reasoned that if they eliminated the function of redundancy,

then the WSE should disappear.

They informed subjects of the target

letters prior to the experiment, therefore eliminating the function of

redundancy by having the candidate letters restricted.

They found that

the accuracy of report of single letters was superior to that of words,
a

reversal of the WSE.

They concluded that the WSE was not

a

perceptual

phenomenon
There are

a

number of criticisms, both methodological and con-

ceptual, that can be made against this experiment.

First, a major meth-

odological criticism is that Thompson and Massaro used only four 3-letter words as stimuli, all beginning with the letter "A" and ending with

6

the letter "E", with the middle position
cued on all trials.

Sub-

jects need not process the whole word but
could look always to the center position in order to respond.
a

However, Bjork and Estes (1973) used

more suitable procedure where the critical letter
occurred over all

positions in different words, and also found

a

reversal of the WSE,

which lends support to Thompson and Massaro's conclusion.
Second, the generality of Thompson and Massaro's conclusion
is

questionable.

Smith and Haviland (1972) attempted to control for the

redundancy in words by equating the distributional and sequential probabilities for three-letter words and nonwords.

In

addition, the sub-

jects learned the rules of generation of the nonword stimuli to equate

redundancy between the words and nonwords.

Using these controls, Smith

and Haviland found the standard Word Superiority Effect.

However, since

Smith and Haviland did not include the single letter display conditions,

their results are not directly comparable to Thompson and Massaro's.

Noting this, Massaro (1973), using

Massaro's, included

Superiority Effect.

a

a

procedure similar to Thompson and

nonword display condition and did not find

a

Word

Again, Bjork and Estes (1973) included nonword dis-

plays and found the reversal of the WSE.
The contradiction between Smith and Havi land's results and those

of Massaro and Bjork and Estes points to the question of whether the perceptual processing of words in the detection task used by these investi-

gations is similar to that in the report or forced-choice, post-exposure

recognition tasks.

Possibly the detection procedure not only eliminates

the response selection process, but also influences how the stimuli are

7

perceived.

It

possible that in the detection task, subjects
need

is

only to look for critical featural

information that will differentiate

the preselected letters and not "look at" the
whole word.

Aderman and

Smith (1971) have demonstrated that the WSE is found
only when subjects

process the letter strings as

a

word.

They found no WSE when

a

word

was presented after trials of only nonwords and subjects
were expecting

only nonwords.

However, they did find

a

WSE when a word was presented

after trials of words when they were expecting words.
Estes (1975a) directly tested whether words are processed simi-

larly in the detection and report tasks, and simultaneously determined

whether the WSE is a perceptual phenomenon.

For both the detection and

report procedures, he compared the results of the accuracy of letter i-

dentification as

a

function of when the rest of the word (linguistic con-

text) was made available.

Linguistic context was presented either simul-

taneously with or after the critical letter was displayed.

If both the

detection and report procedures yield the same pattern of results, then
it can be concluded that linguistic context functions in similar ways

for both tasks.

In

addition, if there is superior performance of letter

identification when linguistic context is presented simultaneously with
the critical

letter as compared to when it only follows the display of

the critical

letter, then it can be concluded that the WSE is

a

perceptual

phenomenon.
Estes'

first experiment considered the locus of the effect of lin-

guistic context in the detection task.

Subjects had to report if an

L

or

an R was presented in the displays of single letters, words and nonwords.

There were two classes of words and nonwords:

(a) where the incorrect al-

8

native yielded
a

nonword.

a

word and (b) where the incorrect
alternative yield-

Examples of the four conditions are presented
below.

Presented
Lona 1

u

1

on

Stimul us

Incorrect
ternati ve

Al

WW

LENT

RENT

Word presented, incorrect alternative forms a word.

WN

FARM

FALM

Word presented, incorrect alternative forms a nonword.

NN

TEML

TEMR

Nonword presented, incorrect
alternative forms a nonword.

NW

PRAN

PLAN

Nonword presented, incorrect
alternative forms a word.

The time at which linguistic context became available was also

manipulated.

The Continuing context condition had the linguistic con-

text presented during and after the exposure of the critical letter.
The Following context condition had the linguistic context available

only after the exposure of the critical letter alone.

Examples of these

context conditions for word stimuli are below.

Continuing

Fo1 lowing

exposure

DREW

$R$$

post-mask

D$EW

D$EW

Estes predicted that if context affects response selection pro-

cesses in the detection task, as Thompson and Massaro assumed, then there
should be greater accuracy for WN over NW conditions, but no difference

between WW and NN conditions.
the critical

This is because if subjects did not see

letter and are guessing its identity from the linguistic

context that is available, then they would be more likely to choose the
letter that completed

a

word.

In

the case of the WN conditions, this

would be the correct alternative (i.e., FARM),
and for the NW conditions,
this would be the incorrect alternative
(i.e., PLAN), therefore yielding

higher accuracy scores for the former.

In

addition, these effects should

be similar for both context conditions,
because context is assumed to

influence guessing.

On the other hand, if context influences
perceptual

processes in the detection task, then there should be
greater accuracy
for WW over NN conditions and WN over NW conditions.

This is predicted

because linguistic context will help only the perception
of letters embedded in words, regardless of the response alternatives.

In

addition,

the effects of continuing context should be greater than
the following

context, because the linguistic context must be utilized during the
ini-

perception in order to facilitate the subsequent letter identifica-

tial

tion.

Estes found that (a) accuracy for WW and NN conditions were e-

quivalent and accuracy was greater for the WN over the NW conditions;
(b)

this ordering of scores for these stimuli was equivalent across both

types of context.

In

addition, there was superior performance for single

letters over words, and words over nonwords, therefore replicating the

major results of the previously reviewed detection experiments.

Estes

concluded that linguistic context does not facilitate the perceptual processes involved in the detection task.

However, one aspect of the data

is not congruent with this conclusion:

the difference between the WN and

NW displays was larger in the continuing context than following context

conditions (15% vs. 5%).

Though Estes did not report any contrasts on

these data, they suggest that having linguistic context available at the
time of exposure can facilitate detection of letters in words and indi-

10

cates that there still may be

a

perceptual component to the WSE in

the detection paradigm.
Estes'

second experiment tested the locus of the effect
of lin-

guistic context in the report paradigm, where
response alternatives

were not known in advance.

As opposed to the forced-choice, post-ex-

posure procedure used by Reicher and Wheeler, Estes
had subjects report
the letter they saw at the cued position, which
allowed an analysis of

errors to be made.

The cued-report procedure does not have any con-

trols for guessing strategies that subjects may use; recognizing
this,

Estes attempted to control for this by having one-fourth of the
word

displays cuing an

completed
a

a

L

or an R, where both alternatives (and no others)

word in the word conditions, and both alternatives completed

nonword in the nonword conditions.

If subjects are using linguistic

context to improve their guesses and an error is made on the L/R cued
trials, then there should be more

L

or R false alarms than chance be-

cause subjects would be guessing the only other letter that completed
the word.

The second experiment had two context conditions: the following

context condition of the previous experiment, and

a

simultaneous con-

text condition which presented the linguistic context only during the

exposure of the display.

exposure

COLD

post-mask

$$$$

An example of the latter follows.

If context affects only perceptual

processes, then the difference be-

tween word and nonword stimuli should be greater for the simultaneous

n
than the following conditions.

The results revealed that, in contrast
to Experiment

I,

letters

in word displays were reported
more accurately than single letter dis-

plays, and that this difference was
greater in the simultaneous context
than following context conditions.
sis that the WSE is a perceptual

This is consistent with the hypothe-

phenomenon.

Additional support is found

in the L/R cued trials, where in the
simultaneous context conditions

there was not an excess of L/R intrusion errors
as predicted by
ing strategy.

a

It seems that subjects use linguistic context
when

presented during the exposure of

guessit is

letter to facilitate perceptual pro-

a

cessing; however, linguistic context presented after the
exposure of

a

letter can also improve accuracy via guessing strategies.
Estes'

second experiment provides convincing evidence that lin-

guistic context facilitates the perception of letters presented in words,
and in conjunction with his first experiment, that the detection and re-

port tasks use linguistic context in different ways.

What is it about

words that allows letters appearing in them to be reported more accu-

rately than letters appearing in nonwords?
ly in words than nonwords?

Are letters seen more clear-

Estes (1975a) argues that they are not.

In

his second experiment, on trials where a position containing an L or an
R

was cued and an

L

or an R was reported (on only these trials is there

control for guessing), he found that accuracy was essentially as high in

nonwords as in words (94% vs. 97%)

,

The major difference between words

and nonwords in this experiment was the relatively small number of trans-

position errors for words (a transposition error is defined as the report
of

a

letter flanking the cued letter in the display).

From these data.

12

Estes concluded that linguistic
context did not increase the signal

to

noise ratio for letters in words but
enabled subjects to preserve letter order information.
Estes'

conclusion points to an important but
usually overlooked

aspect of perceptual processing:
occur, not only must figural

In

order for stimulus identification to

information, the specific features of let-

ters, be processed, but also positional

letters.

information, the ordering of the

Bjork and Estes (1971) found that there is
uncertainty about

the position of letters in multi-letter displays.

Estes'

interpretation

of the WSE is that linguistic context does not
increase the detectability of a single letter within a word, but rather
supplements the fallible

position information of identified letters.
tional

The questions of how posi-

information is preserved in the perceptual processing of words,

and where the locus of this facilitation occurs, will be addressed
in
the next section.

Models of Word Perception

A general

model of word perception includes three major stages:

feature extraction, interpretation and response generation (Smith &
Spoehr, 1974).
a

The interpretation stage can be further categorized into

matching process and

stage, the visual
are activated.

a

decision process.

In

the feature extraction

features (letter fragments) from the linguistic stimulus
In the

interpretation stage, the matching process acti-

vates coded categories (e.g., letters, letter groups and/or words) and
the decision process selects the best match between the input and the ac-

tivated categories.

Then, the selected stimulus (or stimuli) is pre-

.

13

pared for response generation,
which may include serializing the

speech production codes of the
selected categories.
This general processing stage
formulation is common to many

models of visual processing and
word perception (Smith

&

Estes, 1974, 1975a & b; Johnston,
1978; La Berge, 1976).

Spoehr, 1974;

Also common

to these specific models is a
memory store which specified the various

levels of categories (matching units) from
critical features of letters
to abstract codes of letters, letter
groups and words.

diagram of this memory structure appears in
Figure

BACH
BAC
A

TREAT
CH

V

M

K
/

0
^

B

\

1.

cow

TR

EA
P

R

Q
(

words

OW

letter group

S

letters
critical features

)

Figure

Though many models hypothesize

A schematic

1

a

memory network similar to the

one presented above, it is the nature of the processing that occurs in

these networks that differentiates specific models' attempts to explain
the WSE.

The following section will outline three general classes of

models that hypothesize different types of processing to account for the

facilitating effect of linguistic context in perception.
models can differ across all stages of processing.

Note that the

The categorization

presented below groups models according to the processing stage at which
the WSE is hypothesized to occur.

These models can be categorized as

fol lows.
1.

Extraction-type models: features are extracted at

a

faster rate, or

14

more features are available, for words vs.
nonwords
2.

Interpretation-type models; fewer matches are needed

in

order to

identify letters in words or nonwords
3.

Memory models: activated perceptual units for words
and word-like
stimuli decay at

slower rate or

a

a

subject to less interference

from the postmask, than units for nonwords.
The assumptions underlying these models will be presented,
along

with evidence that either supports or disconfirms their
claims.

For

those models that seem most promising, specific formulations of
the
general class will be considered.

Extraction-type models

.

Models which attribute the WSE to the differ-

ence in the amount or degree of feature extraction in words vs. nonwords
are generally one of two types:
1.

Those that claim there is

a

more selective feature extraction pro-

cess for words vs. nonwords (that is, the system "looks for" fea-

tures that are congruent with
2.

a

word)

(Wheeler, 1970)

Those that claim that there are more features available for words
vs.

nonwords (such as the shape of the word) (La Berge, 1976).

The explanation of the WSE described by the first hypothesis is unlikely
on the basis of the results found by Shiffrin and Gardner (1972); they

found that detection accuracy of

a

target letter was unaffected by wheth-

er the characters were displayed simultaneously or sequentially, where

the subjects in the latter condition knew the presentation order.

ture extraction does not seem to benefit from

a

Fea-

conscious or deliberate

increase in selective attention allotted to items, which implies that
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feature extraction may not be benefited by
an "automatic" selective

mechanism, as proposed by #1, above.
The explanation that words may have
"supraletter" features which

directly activate stored word units is appealing.

Models of this type

must assume that activation of the memory
network is not strictly hierarchical

:

that higher-order units can be activated from
levels other

than those on the immediately preceding level.

However, they must also

assume that these supraletter features are stored
with each unit.

Given

that people can recognize words in a variety of type
fonts, not to mention a variety of handwriting styles, this assumption
seems unlikely.

Furthermore,

a

WSE has been found for words made up of alternating upper

and lower case letters (McClelland, 1976) and for words that
are presented

vertically as opposed to horizontally (Well, Pollatsek

&

Schindler, 1975).

There seems to be little evidence favoring an extraction-type model of
the WSE.

Interpretation models

.

Models of this type place the locus of the WSE

in either the matching or decision process of the interpretation stage.
In general, most recently proposed models of word perception are

ing" models:

"match-

they all postulate the use of intermediate level memory

units in word perception as an explanation of the WSE (Smith & Spoehr,
1974; Estes,

1

975; Gibson, Shurcliff

8.

Yonas, 1970).

cluded in the proposed memory structure of Figure

1.

These units are inIt

is not the pur-

pose of the present thesis to select among types of intermediate units.
In all

likelihood, there are many different types of "higher order" units

used in perception that contribute to the WSE, or the advantage of pseudo-
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words (orthographically regular nonwords)
over nonwords.
Of greater theoretical

among these memory units.

interest is the nature of activation

Does activation always proceed in a strictly

hierarchical fashion, such that units at one
level can be activated by

only units on an immediately preceding level,
or can units be activated
from units at any other level, either lower
or higher in the hierarchy?
How would different activation processes produce

matches be needed to identify

a

letter in

a

activation processes in the matching stage?

a

WSE?

How would fewer

word based upon different

There are at least two pos-

sibilities which will be labelled (1) semi -hierarchical matching
and
(2)

strictly hierarchical matching with top-down activition.

Consider semi -hierarchical models first.

Specific models of this

type are similar to those classified as feature extraction models
(f. Smith,

1971).

Basic to these models is the assumption that activation

at the feature level

can proceed directly to any other level of units.

For example, featural

information may feed directly into word units

without necessarily activating letter units that compose the word.
Hence, fewer matches are needed to identify words vs. nonwords, because,
in the former case,

individual

letters need not be identified completely

prior to the identification of the word.
However, this type of model is subject to the criticism applied
to feature extraction models presented earlier:

group unit would have to have

a

that each word or letter

complete description of critical fea-

tures and the relations among them, which is very uneconomical.

However, maybe the semi-hierarchical activation process does not
begin at the feature level.

Possibly, letter information can activate
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all

words that contain the letter in

a

specific position without nec-

essarily activating letter group units first.
quite

likely;

however, it is difficult to see how this
activation

pattern could account for the WSE.
logical

Intuitively, this seems

support for

a

In sum,

there seems to be little

semi -hierarchical matching explanation
of the WSE.

An example of the strictly heirarchical
model with top-down ac-

tivation is that of Estes (1975b).

There are two major aspects of his

model of letter identification that are proposed
to account for the WSE.

The first, which will be considered presently, is
the claim that

sponse threshold is lowered for
context.

a

Given ambiguous featural

a

re-

letter unit in a familiar linguistic
input from a letter, linguistic con-

text would reduce the response threshold of

a

letter that is congruent

with stored, familiar linguistic units, such as words.
For example, say that the word STRIPE was presented and the "I"

was probed.

If the

"I" was not completely identified but the other let-

ters were, these identified letters would serve to reduce the amount of

features needed to identify letters that would make

a

complete word.

Nonwords would not have this advantage--there would be no higher units
that would function to reduce the response threshold for letters based
upon ambiguous information from that position in the string.

Many other specific process models employ this type of top-down

activation based upon linguistic context as an explanation of the WSE
(McClelland, 1975; Rumelhart & Siple, 1974;

F.

Smith, 1971).

The fea-

sibility of these models has been clearly tested by Johnston (1978).

He

groups these types of models under the banner of Sophisticated Guessing

Theories (SGT), and describes them as follows:
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In making perceptual decisions
about the identity of a letter string, people supplement information
obtained from that
etter itself with contextual information
obtained from other
letters in the string,
(p. 124)

Contrary to previous usage of SGT, Johnston is
not restricting his definition to processes operating after "perception"
(such as guessing letters that form words given the perceived
context).

takes into account the partial

His

"Revised SGT"

information abstracted from

a

cued let-

ter, and in conjunction with word context, selects
the letter that ful-

fills both featural and contextual

information.

Johnston tested these general models.

He reasoned that

... SGT asserts that perception of a letter in an English
letter string depends upon the pooling of information from the
letter itself and information from context letters.
If the
amount of information from a letter itself were held constant
(by testing the same letter in the same string position), then
accuracy of perception should depend on the amount of information about that letter provided by context letters.
As the degree
of contextual constraint on the identity of a letter increases,
accuracy of perception should increase
(p. 128]
,

Johnston manipulated the degree of contextual constraint in words
by varying the number of letters that could be substituted into the word
at a given position that would make up

"_ATE" has low contextual

word.

a

For example, the stem

constraint because nine letters could be in-

serted into that position to yield words.

On the other hand, the stem

"_RIP" would provide high contextual constraint because only two letters

could be inserted to produce words.

In

addition, Johnston calculated

another measure of contextual constraint, based upon the relative fre-

quency of the word given the presented letter (i.e., GATE) in relation to
the sum of the frequencies of the words using that stem (i.e., GATE, DATE,

MATE, etc.).

The average value for the low contextual constraint words

'
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was lower than that for the high
contextual constraint words.

Johnston predicted that, if the SGT was
correct, then there
should be

a

perceptual advantage for High Contextual

over Low Contextual

Constraint words.

Constraint words

He found no difference in per-

formance between these stimuli for either a
forced-choice or

a

full

re-

port procedure.

Similarly, he found no difference based upon relative

word frequency.

Johnston concluded that contextual constraint was not

effective in increasing the probability of report of
orthographical ly
permissible letters.

He concluded that SGTs were not accurate explana-

tions of the WSE, thereby rejecting Estes' first hypothesis.
With the rejection of top-down activation models, only
ly hierarchical matching process remains undisputed.

hierarchical matching model account for the WSE?

a

strict-

How can a strictly

It can do so only when

it is coupled with a decision process that produces different results for

words vs. nonwords.

One such decision process is that proposed by Estes

second claim (1975): there is more positional uncertainty with regard to
letters in nonwords than for letters in words.
is

Positional uncertainty

resolved in words via the decision process which uses higher order

linguistic units to supplement the fallible position information from
words.

Nonwords, of course, do not have these units available to them,

and therefore cannot resolve the positional uncertainty of the identified

letters.

To quote Estes:

... at the point where the subject must collate and interpret
the output of the filtering system, the regularities of word
context will serve to reduce positional uncertainty and increase
the likelihood that the subject's response will be based upon
item information from that target location,
(p. 22)
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Much of the evidence that contributed
to Estes' conclusion was
reviewed earlier in this chapter.

However, it would be instructional

to review the evidence underlying each
of his assumptions.
1-

T here is positional

uncertainty with regard to letter location

Estes, Allmeyer and Reder (1976) found that, in

a

.

procedure

where subjects had to report the identity of four
consonants and to
locate their absolute position in the display matrix,
that 15% to
22% of the responses_ were letters reported out of position.

Bjork

and Estes (1971) found similar results.
2-

Confusion in relative positions of letters are resolved in
favor of
familiar letter sequences
Estes et

.

(1976) found that for

inverted order, there was

in an

for

al

.

a

digrams that were reported

higher frequency of such reports

digrams with low frequency ratios than high frequency ratios

(frequency ratios were determined by taking the frequency of occurrence of the presented
of the

digram divided by the sum of the frequencies

digram and its inverse.

ratio and CH would have

a

For example, RT would have

a

low

high ratio; Estes found more inversion areas

for the former than for the latter).
3.

The resolution of positional uncertainty contributes to the WSE

.

As reviewed in the previous section, Estes found that when ad-

jacent letters remained on display while the cued letter was masked,
there was no difference in cued letter report accuracy between words
and nonwords.

In

addition, examining the nature of errors made, the

only difference between words and nonwords was found on the number
of transposition errors, where more errors were found for nonwords
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than words.

While Estes' hypothesis is compelling,
Johnston (1978) found evidence

counter to the predictions based upon this claim.

In

a

second experi-

ment, Johnston tested whether the procedures
he used for his test of
the SGT (as noted earlier) would yield a WSE.

measures:

whole report of the four-letter stimulus;

a

(1)

He used three performance

choice recognition of

a

cued letter;

(3)

(2)

a

forced-

whether the cued letter of the

forced-choice procedure was reported correctly in the whole
report.

He

found that letters in words were more accurately reported
than letters
in nonwords

(68% vs.

27%), when he analyzed whether the cued letter was

reported in the correct position.

When he examined this result using the

criterion that the cued letter could be reported in any position to be
scored as correct, the accuracy for nonwords increased to 42%.
a

Note that

large WSE remained even though position-specific information was not

required for

a

correct response.

This result casts some doubt on the va-

lidity of Estes' hypothesis that the resolution of positional uncertainties of identified letters is the explanation of the WSE.

Johnston's explanation of the WSE is that, in the processing of
words, there is
in the stimulus.

a

more effective use of feature information from letters
Information about

a

letter in

a

nonword is lost before

the establishment of a perceptual code "that can guide overt responses"
(p.

Words are identified from component letters, in

148).

hierarchical

graded by

a

fashion.

a

strictly

He reasoned that if word codes are less easily de-

patterned postmask than letter codes, then when letter codes

are interfered with via the postmask, nonwords or single letters do not
have a "backup" word code that can be used as response.
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In

many ways, Johnston's model could be
classified as

a

"memory

model" of word perception, where word
codes, when activated, are retained

longer than nonwords in perceptual memory
and therefore are available
longer to response preparation/generation
processes.

Previous memory

models of the WSE postulated differences in
retention between words and
nonwords in STM: words required less attentional
/rehearsal capacity than
nonwords, and therefore remained available longer
during

paration stage.

Though

a

response pre-

these two formul ations propose the use of differ-

end memory stores, the reasoning behind them
both is the same: through
the use of higher order units, those stimuli that
are able to be chunked
will

be retained longer than those that are unable to do
so.

However, Johnston's proposed model does not account for the fact
that there are transpositions in order of report.

there is positional uncertainty for letters.

He could assume that

However, this assumption

alone does not explain why there are more transpositions for nonwords
than for words, as both he and Estes found.

It is

possible that the res-

olution of positional uncertainty through the use of larger linguistic
units is

a

major mechanism underlying the WSE and Johnston's report pro-

cedure generated an envi ronment, ar perceptual set, that did not allow
this mechanism to be used.

Granted,

a

large WSE was found using his pro-

cedures, but the question remains, to what extent is

a

"positional un-

certainty" stretegy used, under what conditions is it used, and exactly
how is positional uncertainty resolved for letters in words vs. nonwords.

This thesis will address itself to answering these questions.
focus of the thesis will

The major

be to examine if the resolution of positional

uncertainty of identified letters is

a

perceptual

phenomenon contributing
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to the underlying perceptual

phenomena of the WSE.

In

addition, other

explanations of the "transposition error
phenomenon" will be considered.
It may be a report strategy or
alternatively,

it may result from fea-

ture transposition during the feature
extraction stage.
in his Perturbation Model

Wolford (1975)

suggests that, similar to Estes' claim about

uncertainty with regard to the position of identified
letters, there is
uncertainty with regard to the position of extracted
features.

It is

possible that the migration of features or sets of
features occurs, with
some probability depending upon the context, leading
to faulty identifi-

cation of letters in stimuli.

This model assumes that, contrary to Estes'

claim, not only should there be whole letter transposition,
but also single feature migration, yielding intrusion errors.

These errors should

share features with those letters surrounding the cued letter, as well as

with the presented letter itself.

However, the possibility that less

feature migration occurs for words than for nonwords is not accounted for
by only the assumption that features migrate.

If there is evidence that

feature migration occurs, and it seems to occur differently for words and
nonwords, models employing this mechanism will need to be considered.
In

summary, the primary purpose of these experiments will be to

examine if the resolution of positional uncertainty of identified letters
is an

underlying factor in the WSE, under what conditions does it emerge.

Secondly, other explanations of the transposition phenomenon will be
explored.
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Statement of the Problem
The focus of this dissertation was to
determine whether the

resolution of positional uncertainty of
identified letters contributes
to the perceptual
a

superiority of words over nonwords.

If it does not,

second purpose will be determined: What accounts
for the difference in

transposition errors found for nonwords versus words?

To this end, the

major strategy used in the following experiments was
to manipulate factors which theoretically or empirically influence
positional uncertainty
(in an effort to reduce it)

the size of the WSE.

and to examine if there are any changes in

Two factors were manipulated: spacing between let-

ters in stimuli, and the nature of the postmask (whether
letters remained

on display or whether they were masked after the stimulus exposure).

Ex-

plicit predictions and assumptions underlying these manipulations will be

detailed in the introductory paragraphs to each experiment.
If there

is

an effect of the manipulations on the size of the

WSE, it can be concluded that the resolution of positional
is a perceptual

phenomenon and that it is

superiority of words over nonwords.

uncertainty

factor in the perceptual

a

If not,

the task remains to describe

why transposition errors occur, and why they occur differentially for
words and nonwords, at what processing stage might the confusion of letter

order information occur, and at what stage

is

it attempted to be resolved.

CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT

II
I

The purpose of this experiment was to determine
whether the

resolution of positional uncertainty is
words.

As defined earlier, positional

a

factor in the perception of

uncertainty refers to the confu-

sion of the relative positions of letters in a word or
nonword.

The

present experiment attempted to reduce positional uncertainty
by in-

creasing the spacing between letters in
strings.

a

visual

display of letter

The major assumption that underlies this manipulation is that

the probability of letter position confusions decreases with increasing

distance between the letters.

Support for this assumption is found pri-

marily in experiments utilizing whole reports of tachi stoscopical ly displayed letter strings.

The probability of report of a letter in a dis-

play increases when it is flanked peripherally by
1969; Wolford & Hoi

1

ingsworth, 1974) or

a

a

blank space (Shaw,

nonletter (Estes, Allmeyer &

Reder, 1976).

Estes (1975b) explains this phenomenon by postulating

that there are

a

limited number of input channels from the retina to

feature detectors.

Visual

features of stimuli displayed close together

utilize the same input channel.

All

features from these stimul

i

are de-

tected; however, there is uncertainty regarding the relative positions

of the letters.

Lateral

interference results when the uncertainty gra-

dients of stimuli overlap.
quences,

the

lateral

When stimuli consist of unrelated letter se-

interference results in the transposition of iden25
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tified letters.

When the stimuli consist of letters
in familiar se-

quences, such as words, positional
uncertainty of letters

is

resolved

through the use of higher order
perceptual units which follow ortho-

graphic rules.
the present experiment, increasing the
distance between let-

In

ters in a visual display may reduce the
degree of overlap of the uncer-

tainty gradients associated with each letter.
in

Therefore, if WSE is due

large part to the resolution of positional
uncertainty, then there

should be

a

reduction in the WSE when letters are displayed with
wide

spaces between them.

The difference in accuracy of report between words

and nonwords would be reduced due to the improved
perception of letters
in nonwords with wide spaces between letters.

The effect of spacing on

words should be minimal.

Mewhort (1966) conducted an experiment very similar to the one
proposed here.

He manipulated the spacing between letters in eight-

letter strings of either zero-order (e.g., YRULPZOC) or 4th-order approxi-

mations to English (e.g., RICANING).

He presented these stimuli

tachis-

toscopically and asked subjects to report the letters identified from
each stimulus.

He found that more letters from 4th-order strings were

reported than from zero-order strings.

Moreover, he found that spacing

had a detrimental effect on reported accuracy for 4th-order strings, but
did not seem to affect report accuracy of zero-order strings.
is contrary to the predictions of the present experiment.

lems with Mewhort

's

His result

However, prob-

design prevent us from generalizing his results to

other similar situations.

First, Mewhort did not control

position across his spacing conditions.

for retinal

The visual angle of the small
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space condition was 4^2' for the string,
and for the large space con-

dition was 9°56'.

This would have had

a

greater effect on 4th-order

strings than zero-order strings, which were
at very low levels of performance.

Second, Mewhort used only 12 stimulus strings
(the same ones)

for each spacing condition.

Third, Mewhort reported the average number

of letters identified correctly, regardless
of whether those letters were

reported in the correct positions.
cerned with testing

a

Since the present experiment is con-

hypothesis centered upon the identification of let-

ters with regard to their relative positions, Mewhort's
data seem to

have little applicability to the present experiment.
In

order to determine whether positional uncertainty is

a

fac-

tor contributing to the superior perception of words over nonwords, the

present experiment varied spacing between letters in words and nonwords.
Stimuli were presented tachistoscopically, with spacing conditions varying within a block of trials.

To equate for retinal

position of cued

letters in the narrow and wide spacing conditions, narrow spaced stimuli

were presented either to the left or right of the central fixation point.
A forced-choice, post-exposure cue procedure was used.

Method

Subjects

.

Eighteen undergraduate students at the University of Massa-

chusetts at Amherst served as subjects.

They received experimental

credit towards psychology course grades for their participation in the

one-hour experimental session.
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Design and materials.

A five-factor, Within-subjects

,

hierarchical de-

sign was used, with three fixed
effects variables, Wordness (2 levels,

words and nonwords), Spacing
(2 levels, narrow and wide), and Cued Letter
levels, for each position in

a

four-letter word), and two

random effects variables. Subjects and stimulus
Items.
were nested with levels of Spacing

x

Stimulus items

Position, and Subjects, Spacing,

Wordness, and Position were factorially varied.

The effects of impor-

tance of Wordness, Spacing and their interaction
were tested using the
min

F'

statistic (Clark, 1973).
Stimulus items consisted of 112 four-letter word/nonword
pairs.

The words were selected so that in cued letter position
one, two, three
or four, a letter could be replaced and still
MAIN).

spell

a

word (e.g., RAIN,

The nonwords were constructed by randomly reordering all letters

except the cued letter (e.g., RNIA).

Fifty-six word/nonword pairs were

randomly assigned to each spacing condition, 14 in each cued letter position, roughly equating for mean word frequency in each spacing

condition.

All

order

position

subjects saw the same assignment of words within each

spacing x position condition.
In

x

to

The stimuli are presented in Appendix A.

control for acuity differences for the cued letter

in the two spacing conditions,

narrow spacing stimulus items were pre-

sented off-center of the fixation point.

This allowed the cued letter

to be presented in the same absolute position in the visual

field.

For

example, if the word REAL were presented in the wide spacing testing condition, and the first letter was cued, and the word MAIN were presented
in the narrow spacing condition, and the first letter was cued,

then the

relative positions of the stimuli to the fixation point would look
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as follows:

'^ide

Narrow

+

+

REAL

MAIN

There were seven possible locations in the
visual display, and cued letters appeared in positions 1, 3, 5, and

7

for both spacing conditions.

Each letter subtended a visual angle of .70°
in height and .48° in width.

The spaces between letters in the narrow and
wide spacing conditions were

approximately .20° and .88°, respectively.

The visual angle for the com-

plete four letter display was approximately 2.6°
for the narrow conditions and 4.8° for the wide conditions.

Apparatus

A 2114B Hewlett Packard computer was used to randomize
the

.

stimuli, present the stimuli, and record the responses.
played on

a

ment at

In.

4

1300A scope.

Stimuli were dis-

Brightness was held constant during the experi-

Subjects indicated the correct response by pressing one

of two keys on the reponse console which was located on the table in

front of them.

A head rest was used to keep constant their distance

from the scope (at approximately 42 cm).

Procedure

.

The subject was seated in front of the scope, familiarized

himself or herself with the apparatus, and was

read the instructions.

Approximately 50 words and nonwords, constructed in
the experimental

a

manner similar to

items, were presented as practice trials.

Exposure

duration for the experimental session was determined during the practice
blocks by selecting

a

duration which yielded 75% accuracy.

After the practice session, the subjects were presented the 224
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experimental stimuli in seven blocks of
32 trials each.

varied within each block.
a

response lever.

Then

a

Spacing was

Subjects initiated each trial by

a

press of

fixation point was presented for 1000 msec,

and followed by the presentation of the
stimulus.

stimulus was followed immediately by

a

The offset of the

postmask which masked the letters

presented and displayed the response alternatives
above and below the
cued letter position.

Subjects pressed the left response key if the

letter above the masked position was presented and
the right resp9nse
key if the letter below it was presented.

Subjects were given feedback

after each trial regarding the accuracy of their response.

Results

The arcsine transformation of the average percentage correct for

each stimulus type (words vs. nonwords) x spacing

x

cued letter position

was calculated, first averaging across stimuli for each subject and then

averaging across subjects for each stimulus.
ages was submitted to

a

The former set of percent-

four factor, Wi thin-subjects

,

analysis of vari-

ance with three fixed-effects variables and one random-effects variable
(subjects).

The latter set was submitted to an analysis of variance with

words as the random effects variables.

The

F

from both of these analysis to yield the min

statistics were combined
F'

statistic.

The average percentage correct for each Stimuli type x Spacing

cued letter Position is presented in Table

1.

It is clear that letters

in words were recognized more accurately than letters
vs.

70.1%, respectively, min

F'

(1,

17)

=

x

in

nonwords, 83.5%

21.24, p<.001.

However, there

was no difference in accuracy between stimuli presented in wide vs. nar-
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TABLE

1

PERCENTAGE OF LETTERS CORRECTLY RECOGNIZED IN
WORDS
AND NONWORDS AS A FUNCTION OF SPACING CONDITIONS
AND CUED LETTER POSITION
IN EXPERIMENT 1

Cued Letter Position
Mean

Narrow

Words

82 8

87 9

85 9

77 2

83

Nonwords

82

75. 2

64

2

67 6

72 4

Word Superiority Effect

Wide

5

5

0 3

2

7

21

7

9 6

Words

82 .4

88

1

85 8

76 8

83 4

Nonwords

80

.5

68 2

63 4

59

67 .8

2 .4

19 9

22 .4

17 .7

Word Superiority Effect

1

11

1

15 .6

.
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row spacing conditions, 75.5% vs.
77.8%, respectively, min

F'

O.

Of

major importance is the interaction between
stimulus type and spacing,
which was not significant, min

F'

As seen in Table 1, the dif-

ference in accuracy between words and
nonwords was 15.5% for the wide

spacing conditions and 11.1% for the narrow
spacing conditions,

which was in the direction opposite from that
predicted.

a

trend

Spacing had

little effect on words; however, at all four
letter positions, letters in

nonwords with narrow spacing were perceived more
accurately than letters
in nonwords with wide spacing

(an average difference of approximately

5%).

Turning to the effects of cued letter position, the effects of
position were different across words and nonwords, min
p<.025.

F'

(3,

62) = 4.0,

For words, recognition accuracy was greatest for letters sur-

rounding the fixation point, positions
letters in positions

1

2

and 3, 88.0% and 85.9%, than for

and 4, 82.6% and 77.0%.

vealed that recognition accuracy for position
tion 4 (p<.10, ScheffI test).

Post hoc analyses re2

was greater than for posi-

On the other hand, recognition accuracy

for nonwords was greatest for letters presented in position 1, and sys-

tematically decreased to position 4, 81.5%, 71.7%, 64.8%, and 63.4%,
respectively.

position

1

Post hoc analyses revealed that recognition accuracy for

was significantly greater than for position

3

(p<.05, Scheffe

test)

Discussion

Spacing effect

.

The major prediction of the experiment, that

a

greater

Word Superiority Effect would be found for stimuli with narrow than wide
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spaces between letters, was not
supported by the data.

Moreover, spacing

seemed to have little effect on the
perception of stimuli.

Informal

questioning of subjects revealed that not one
perceived any difference
in the stimulus displays.

The failure to find an effect of spacing
may

have been due to an inadequate spacing
manipulation: the size of the

spaces between letters in the wide condition
may not have been large

enough to effectively reduce the overlap of
uncertainty gradients of the
cued letter and those adjacent to it.
in the wide condition was

was

.2°.

The visual angle between letters

approximately .8°, and in the narrow condition

However, compared to the magnitude of the blank spaces used
by

Wolford and Hoi

1

ingsworth (.5°), the magnitude of spaces used in the

present experiment should have been sufficient to produce an
effect.
An alternative explanation of the failure to find

a

spacing ef-

fect may have been due to the nature of the spacing manipulation used in
the present experiment:

stant.

In

spaces between all letters in

a

display were con-

previous experiments that demonstrate improved perception of

letters, spaces flanking

a

letter have been larger than those separating

other letters in the display.

Not only does spacing help to group the

features emerging from the adjacent letter, but it also serves as
tion cue for the relative position of that letter.

a

posi-

Since, for report

procedures, subjects must correctly identify letters with regard to their

relative positions, this variable space manipulation would tend to improve performance.

However, in the present experiment, spacing was held

constant across stimuli, and therefore would be of little benefit

in

helping subjects identify the relative positions of letters.
Though the actual manipulation of spacing used in the present ex-
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periment may have yielded the null
effects, another explanation must
be considered.

The effects of spacing were found
in experiments that

utilized report procedures, whereas
the present experiment utilized
forced-choice, recognition
tual

procedure.

It

is

a

possible that the percep-

strategies used by subjects may be very
different in these two

different procedures.

Johnston's (1968) results (Experiment

that this may be the case.

sure of

a

He found that, using a partial

2)

indicate

report mea-

letter in its presented position, accuracy
levels were 68% for

words and 28% for nonwords.

Using

a

forced-choice measure, accuracy

levels rose to 85% and 67% respectively.

forced-choice procedure, subjects use

a

rectly on position-specific information.

It is

likely that for the

strategy that may not depend diIn this

response mode, subjects

need only select the best match between the perceived letters
and the al-

ternative letters.

This could occur even though subjects were uncertain

about locations of the presented letters, given they perceived all letters accurately.

Presumably, the correct alternative would be selected

because it matched one of the perceived letters.

If this analysis

is

correct, then it seems that the forced-choice procedure may not be sensitive enough to reveal the fine gradations of perceptual processing in
the WSE.

Effects of position

.

The serial position functions were found to be sig-

nificantly different for words and nonwords.

For words, letters present-

ed around the fixation point were perceived more accurately than those

presented in the periphery.

For nonwords, recognition accuracy decreased

from left to right across the stimulus.

These results suggest that there
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may be two qualitatively different
processes used for these two types
of stimuli.

The systematic decrease in performance
from left to right

in nonwords suggests that subjects
were serially processing the stimu-

lus string.

This could occur in the extraction,
interpretation or re-

sponse generation stage.

Based upon similar results, Estes, Allmeyer

and Reder (1976) locate the serial

processing in the response genera-

tion stage, where letter representations
are organized for output.

The

results of the present experiment do not conflict
with their explanation.
The effects of cued letter position for words
suggest that they

may be processed in

a

"global" or wholistic manner.

nificantly lower performance for letters in position
in some cases, words are processed in a serial

global

and serial

However, the sig4

fashion.

suggests that,
A mixture of

processing would need to be postulated in order to

explain these results.

A general model of word perception will

be pre-

sented in the General Discussion chapter and will describe these mechanisms in greater detail.
The effects of cued letter position do not support the positional

uncertainty hypothesis, which claims that performance will be lower on
letters presented in the middle positions than in the end positions of
the stimulus.

claim.

The results for words are directly contradictory to this

The results for nonwords, while not nearly as strongly contradic-

tory to the positional uncertainty hypothesis, are best explained by
serial

processing mechanism described above.

a
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Summary

Apart from the weakly

di

sconf i rmi ng evidence of the cued letter

position results, the data from the
present experiment do not allow us
to evaluate the adequacy of the
positional

Word Superiority Effect.

uncertainty hypothesis of the

The spacing manipulation, which was assumed
to

influence the probability of letter location
confusions, did not affect
the size of the WSE.

Though

this

result could be used to reject Estes'

positional uncertainty hypothesis, there was some doubt
whether the

spacing manipulation actually did influence positional
uncertainty as
assumed.

Moreover, it was argued that the forced-choice procedure may

have induced subjects to use

a

response strategy that did not reflect

their confusions about the relative position of letters in the
stimulus.
With these concerns in mind,
Estes'

a

second experiment was designed to test

positional uncertainty hypothesis which used

positional uncertainty and

a

original experiment (1975a).

a

manipulation of

response measure similar to those of Estes'

;

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENT

2

The manipulation of positional uncertainty
used in the present

experiment varied whether the letters flanking the
cued letter remained
on display in the postmask or whether they were
replaced by nonletter

characters ($).

For example, if the word DRIFT were displayed and the

letter "I" were cued, the positional uncertainty of that
letter and
those surrounding it would be reduced if the letters flanking
the "I"

remained on display in the postmask (i.e., DR$FT).

Positional uncertain-

ty would be greater if the letters flanking the cued letter were masked

(i.e., D$$$T )

.

Since positional uncertainty is reduced by word context

(Estes, 1975b), then the type of postmask should have relatively little

effect on word stimuli.

However, the type of postmask should affect

the accuracy scores for nonwords: keeping the flanking letters on dis-

play should help subjects preserve order information and should increase

report accuracy for nonwords in these conditions.
The present experiment manipulated the post-exposure mask in
partial

report task.

Three types of postmask were used:

where only the cued letter

is

masked (i.e., DR$FT )

(1)

a

Cued Letter,

Flanking, where the

;

cued letter and those letters flanking it were masked (i.e., D$$$T )
(3)

Nonflanking, where the letters not flanking the cued letter were

masked in addition to the cued letter (i.e., $R$F$ )
dition was included as

a

.

This latter con-

control condition for the Flanking conditions
37
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in which recognition accuracy
may be reduced due to the presence of

two additional

characters in the postmask.

Note, also, that the mask

manipulation only allowed the cueing of the middle
three letters of

a

five-letter string, which are the letters with
the greatest positional

uncertainty attached to them.
The manipulation of positional uncertainty is very
similar to
that of Estes

(1975a); his "continuing context" condition, where all

letters except the cued letter remained in display in
the postmask, is
identical to the Cued Letter mask condition in the present
experiment,
and his "simultaneous context" condition, where all

letters were masked

after their exposure, is similar to the Flanking mask condition in the
present experiment.

The two empirical

results that supported Estes'

claim that resolution of positional uncertainty of letters in words is the
basis of the WSE were:
was found;

(2)

(1)

in the continuing context condition, no WSE

examining the nature of the errors in the simultaenous

context condition, the major difference between words and nonwords was in
the number of transposition errors (the report of other letters presented
in the string).

(Estes assumed that transposition errors reflect sub-

jects' confusions regarding the relative positions of identified letters.)
If Estes'

positional uncertainty hypothesis is correct, then this pattern

of results should be found in the present experiment:

(1)

a

greater word

superiority effect should be found in the Flanking mask conditions, than
in the Cued Letter or Nonflanking mask conditions;

(2)

examining the

error data, the difference between words and nonwords for the Flanking

conditions should be due, for the most part, to the number of transposition errors.

.
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Methods

Sixteen undergraduate students at the
University of Massa-

chusetts at Amherst served as subjects.

They received experimental

course credit for their participation in
the one-hour experimental
session

Design and materials.

A four-factor, Within-subjects, hierarchical

de-

sign was used, with two fixed effects variables,
Stimulus type (2 levels,

Words and Nonwords) and Postmask (3 levels, Cued Letter,
Flanking and

Nonflanking), and two random effects variables. Subjects and
stimulus
ltems_.

Stimulus items (a

word/nonword pair) were nested within levels

of Postmask; Subjects, Postmask, and Stimulus type were factorial
ly
varied.

The effects of Wordness, Postmask, and their interaction were

tested using

a

min

F'

statistic (Clark, 1973).

Stimulus items consisted of 108 five-letter word/nonword pairs.
The words were selected so that in the cued letter position, one letter

could be substituted to form another word (e.g., SPOKE, SMOKE).

The non-

words were constructed by randomly reordering all letters except the cued

letter (e.g., KPEOS).

Thirty-six word/nonword pairs were randomly as-

signed to each postmask condition, roughly
for each condition.

All

equating mean word frequency

subjects saw the same assignment of words within

postmask conditions.
In

addition, 12 word/nonword pairs were constructed as fillers

whose first and last letters were probed.
in Appendix B.

All

stimulus items can be found

The visual angle for the five-letter display was approxi-

mately 3.2° in width and .70° in height.
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^PP^*"^^"^

^^^^ apparatus used in Experiment

-

1

was used in the

present experiment.

Subjects were seated in front of the
oscilloscope and were
read the instructions.

The subjects then were given 50 practice
trials

to familiarize them with the
procedure, and to determine the exposure

duration for the experimental trials.

A 75% correct criterion was used

to determine the exposure duration.

After the practice session, subjects were presented
the 240
experimental stimuli, in six blocks of 40 trials each.
each trial;

Subjects initiated

fixation point was displayed for 1000 msec, which was re-

a

placed by the stimulus, which was immediately followed by
the postmask.

Subjects were instructed to report the letter to the experimenter
that
was displayed in the position indicated by the dashes above and below
the

position in the stimul us-postmask

Subjects spoke into an intercom, and

.

the experimenter recorded their responses.

The next trial was then ini-

tiated by the subject.

Results

Accuracy data

The arcsine transformation of the average percentage cor-

.

rect for each Stimulus Type x Mask

x

Cued Letter Position condition was

calculated, first averaging across stimulus Items and then averaging
across Subjects.
Wi

thin-subjects

,

The former set of data was submitted to

a

four-factor,

analysis of variance with subjects as the random effects

variable, and the latter set of data was submitted to an analysis of

variance with stimulus items as the random effects variable.

The

F

sta-
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tistics that resulted from these analyses
were combined using the min

F'

statistic (Clark, 1973).
The average percentage correct for each
Stimulus Type by Posi-

tion by Mask condition is presented in Table
2.

In

addition. Table

2

also presents the difference in report
accuracy between words and non-

words for each cued letter position and mask
type.

There was

a

large

Word Superiority Effect, where accuracy of report
averaged 92.7% for words
and 45.5% for nonwords, min

F'

26)

(1,

significant trend for letters masked by

=

271.22, p<.001.
a

a

non-

Flanking mask to be less ac-

curately reported (66.2°%) than those flanked by either
Cued Letter mask,

There was

(68.9% and 71.0%, respectively).

a

Nonflanking or

The result of major

interest, the interaction of Stimulus Type and Mask, was found not to be

statistically significant, min

F'

=^

1.

Table

shows that the difference

2

in report accuracy between words and nonwords was nonsignificantly higher
in the Flanking conditions,

54.9%, than in the Nonflanking and Cued Let-

ter conditions, 45.9% and 43.8% respectively.

A priori

contrasts that

analyzed the report accuracy for only nonwords for the Cued Letter vs.
Flanking conditions did not yield
Bonferroni

t

(1,

24) = 1.94,

a

significant effect of mask type,

EW>.10.

The only other effect that was at least marginally significant
was that of cued letter Position, where letters in the third position

were reported more accurately, 73.5%, than in the second or fourth positions, 64.8% and 67.7%, respectively, min

Error data

.

A total

F'

(2,

50) = 2.58,

p<.10.

of 1076, or 31.16%, of all responses were errors.

Errors were categorized as either transpositions,

a

report of

a

letter
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TABLE

2

PERCENTAGE OF LETTERS CORRECTLY REPORTED IN
WORDS
AND NONWORDS ACROSS MASK CONDITIONS
AND CUED LETTER POSITION
IN EXPERIMENT 2

—
2

Cued Letter

Flanking

Nonflanking

Mean
3

4

Word

92.2

92.7

93.7

92.9

Nonword

40.1

67.2

40.1

49.1

WSE

52.1

25.5

53.6

43.8

Word

93.7

94.3

92.7

93.6

Nonword

29.7

41.7

44.8

38.7

WSE

64.0

52.6

47.9

54.9

Word

89.6

95.8

90.1

91.8

Nonword

43.3

49.0

44.8

45.9

WSE

46.3

46.8

45.3

45.9
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presented in the stimulus (other than
the cued letter), or an intrusion
error, the report of

letter not presented in the stimulus
display.

a

A total of 14.7% of all

responses were classified as transpositions,

and 16.5% were classified as intrusions.

The percentages of these two

types of errors for each Mask by Stimulus
Type are presented in Table
3.

The absolute frequency of these errors
are presented in Table

(page

5

53).

The arcsine transformation of these data were
submitted to

a

minF' analysis of variance, with Mask, Position,
Stimulus Type and Error
Type as the fixed effects variables.

The analysis revealed

interaction of Mask Type x Error Type, min

evidenced by Table 3,

F'

(2,

a

significant

37) = 5.75, p<.01.

As

larger average percentage of transposition vs.

a

intrusion errors was found for the Flanking mask conditions, 19.5% vs.
14.4%, whereas the reverse was true for the Cued Letter Mask conditions,

9.3% vs. 19.8%.

There was little difference between the average percent-

age of transposition vs. intrusion errors in the Nonflanking conditions,

15.9% vs. 14.9%, respectively.
Simple effects tests revealed

a

significant Word Superiority

Effect for both transposition errors, 24.1%, min

F'

p<.001, and intrusion errors, 23.5%, min

24) = 124.69, p<.001.

They also showed

errors, min

F'

a

(2,

F'

(1,

(1,

22)

=

171.2,

significant effect of mask type for transposition
35)

=

6.57, p<.005, but no significant effect was

found for intrusion errors.

A priori contrasts revealed that the mask

effect found in the transposition error analysis was due to the difference
in the number of errors reported in nonwords between the Flanking vs.

Cued Letter mask conditions, Bonferroni

t

(1,

19) = 3.8,

EW<.01.
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TABLE

3

PERCENTAGE OF INTRUSION AND TRANSPOSITION
ERRORS
REPORTED IN WORDS AND NONWORDS
ACROSS MASK CONDITIONS
IN EXPERIMENT 2

Transposition

Cued Letter

Word

Nonword

Nonflanking

7

2

33.7

59.9

15.8

27.9

43.7

3.I

3.3

5.4

Nonword

35.9

25.4

61.3

WSE

32.8

20.1

54.9

4.0

4,2

8.2

Nonword

27.8

25.6

53.3

WSE

23.8

22.4

45.2

WSE

Flanking

53

1.4

17.2

Intrusion

Word

Word

.
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Position of transp oiit1on_error^

An important question is from
what

positions did the transposed letters
migrate?

Extending Estes' model of

positional uncertainty, it would be
predicted that the probability of

reporting

a

letter in

a

cued position is

a

function of the distance of

the transposed letter (reported
letter) from the cued letter:

mediately surrounding the cued letter
have

a

letters im-

higher probability of "migra-

ting" into the cued position than
those that are not immediately adjacent
to it.

have

a

Secondly, letters presented in the middle
of the stimuli should

higher probability of "migrating" to the
centrally cued letter

than letters presented at the end positions
because the latter can use
the external

spaces as position cues.

Figure

2

presents the percentage of transposition errors that
mi-

grated from each position for each mask

x

cued letter position.

the Cued Letter mask results in the first column,

a

Examining

pattern of results

congruent with the positional uncertainty hypothesis emerged: most
transposition errors migrated from interior positions immediately adjacent
to
the cued letter position.

However, it is unclear why there would be an^

transposition errors migrating from positions where the transposed letter
remained on display, as was the case in the Cued Letter mask condition.

Examining the Flanking mask condition results in the second column,

nearly twice as many transposition errors migrated from positions immediately adjacent to the probed position than from positions which were not,
71.9% vs. 28.1%, respectively, min

F'

(1,

15)

=

20.69, p<.001.

That is,

more transposition errors migrated from positions that were masked than
those that were not; where there was the greatest amount of positional

uncertainty, the greatest number of transpositions were found migrating
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Figure 2

Percentage of Transposition
Errors Reported from

Each Cued Position for Each
Mask Type
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from those positions.

Examining the Nonflanking mask condition
results in the third
column,

a

conflicting set of results emerged.

Similar to the Flanking

results, nearly twice as many transposition
errors migrated from positions that were masked as those that
were not, 72.8% vs.
(1,

15)

=

30.56, p<.001.

27.2%, min

F'

However, contrary to both predictions that
were

made from Estes' positional uncertainty
hypothesis, Nonflanking results
showed that transposed letters frequently
migrated from exterior positions of the stimulus which were not adjacent
to the probed letter: over
50% of all

transpositions came from positions

1

or 5.

Overall, when both the Flanking and Nonflanking results
are considered, there seems to be no effect of the positional
source of trans-

position errors.

The most important factor contributing to these results

was whether the transposed letter was masked or not.

Visual

similarity of intrusion error with presented letters

.

It is gen-

erally the case that intrusion errors are usually similar to the probed
letter in tachi stoscopic displays (Keele
Estes, 1975a).

&

Chase, 1967; Wolford, 1975;

The purpose of this analysis is to investigate whether

there is any visual similarity between the reported letter (classified as
an intrusion error) and the cued letter, as well

as between the reported

letter and the letters presented adjacent to the cued letter.

The ration-

ale behind this analysis is that, in the conditions where there is

a

high

degree of positional uncertainty (such as the Flanking mask condition),
there may also be positional uncertainty with regard to the location of

detected features from adjacent letters.

The migrating features may tend
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to be perceived as emerging
from the cued letter position, and
may be

incorporated into the feature group that
the response letter is based
upon.

If so,

there may be

greater degree of visual similarity be-

a

tween the reported letter (intrusion
error) and the adjacent letter in
the Flanking condition than in the Cued
Letter condition.

This predic-

tion is based upon the assumption that
letters which remain on display

inhibit the migration of features emerging
from their positions into
that of the probed letter.
In

order to test this prediction,

a

visual

similarity metric was

calculated based upon the number of distinctive features
shared by the
reported and presented letters.
that of Gibson (1969).

The theoretical feature matrix used was

The feature matrix appears in Appendix C, and the

similarity values based upon these features are presented in Appendix

D.

The measure was determined by calculating the ratio of the number of
features that were shared by both the response letter (RL) and the probe

letter (PL) to the total number of distinctive features that defined the

response letter:

Similarity
u,i,.p
^^'^^

#

features in RL

fl

PL

=

X

total

#

100

of features in RL

The similarity value between the response letter and the two

flanking letters was calculated by taking the average of the similarity
values of each adjacent letter with the reported letter.

In

addition, a

baseline measure was calculated in order to evaluate the absolute magnitude of the similarity values.

This measure reflected the similarity of

the response letter on error trial N with the presented letter in error
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trial

N+1

that occurred in the probed position
of trial N.

For example,

if "J" was reported as the cued
letter in the stimulus "PLAQY" when
posi-

tion

was cued (the letter "L"), the
baseline similarity value was com-

2

puted between "J" and the letter which
occurred in position

stimulus on which he or she made an error.

2

of the next

Say that the subjects'

next

error occurred for the stimulus "MPEKO"; then
the baseline value for
trial

N

trial

N)

would be computed between the letter "J" (the
reported letter on
and the letter "P" (the letter which occured
in the same cued

position on error trial N+1).

The baseline value, averaged across all

in-

trusion error trials was 44.1%.^
Table 4 presents the average similarity values
(percentage of

feature overlap) of the reported letter with both the cued
letter and ad-

jacent letters (those flanking the cued letter) for both the Cued
ILetter
and Flanking mask conditions.

These data represent only nonword trials

second baseline value was calculated, which computed the average similarity value of each letter with all the other letters (except
itself).
This value of 36.9%.
It was decided to use the baseline value
reported in the text, since it reflected letter occurrence probabilities
in the stimuli used in this experiment.
2

.

Since no differences were found using similarity values based on
Gibson's feature matrix, a second similarity value was calculated based
upon Townsend's (1971) empirical probability matrix.
His matrix presents
the probability of the report of a given letter upon the presentation of
another letter.
His data was calculated over thousands of trials.
The
average similarity values (for nonwords only) between the reported letter
and the cued letter and adjacent letters for the Cued Letter and Flanking
mask conditions are presented below.
(Compare the magnitude of the differences with those reported in Table 4).
It is quite clear that there
were also no differences found using the Townsend similarity values.

Presented
Letters
Cued Letter
Adjacent Letters

Mask Type
Cued Letter/Flanking
2.7
2.9

2.2
2.4
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since there were so few errors
made on word trials and the means
on

these few trials were very different
from the nonword trials.

The

means for each subject and each stimulus
item was submitted to

a

min

F-

ANOVA with type of mask and type of
presented letters (cued vs.

adjacent) as factors.

The analysis revealed no significant
main ef-

fects and, more importantly, no significant
interaction, min
=

1

2x2

F'

(1,

14)

.63

TABLE 4

VISUAL SIMILARITY VALUES OF THE REPORTED LETTER
WITH THE PROBED LETTER AND ADJACENT LETTERS
FOR EACH MASK CONDITION IN NONWORDS
IN EXPERIMENT 2

Presented
Letters

Mask Type
Cued Letter
Flanking

Cued Letter

49.6

38.1

Adjacent Letters

39.8

44.9

Discussion

Four major results were found in the present experiment:
1.

There

was

a

large Word Superiority Effect which was statistically

independent of the manipulation of positional uncertainty (the mask

manipulation)
2.

More transposition errors than intrusion errors were found when positional uncertainty was high (Flanking mask); the reverse trend was

found when positional uncertainty was low (Cued Letter mask)
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3.

Transposed letters more frequently
migrated from positions that were
covered by the postmask characters than
from those that were not

4.

Relative to the baseline measure, intrusion
errors did not seem to be

visually similar to either the cued letter
or the flanking letters
in the display.

The results revealed that the manipulation
of positional uncer-

tainty was effective: the number of transposition
errors varied with the

manipulation of postmask type, and transposed letters
most frequently migrated from positions covered by postmask characters.
The two predictions of central

importance in testing whether the

Word Superiority Effect is due in any way to the resolution
of positional

uncertainty of identified letters in words were:
(1)
found for stimuli with
with

a

larger WSE would be

high degree of positional uncertainty than those

low degree (the Flanking vs

a

a

.

Cued Letter and Nonflanking mask con-

ditions), and (2) the difference in accuracy between words and nonwords

would be due, for the most part, to the difference in the number of

transposition errors made between words and nonwords.
received equivocal support.

First, though there was

a

These predictions
trend as predicted

for the WSE to be larger in the Flanking vs. Cued Letter and Nonflanking

conditions, this difference was not significant.

contrary to Estes'

(1975a) resul ts

,

The result is directly

where using almost the same mask con-

ditions he found no difference in accuracy between words and nonwords for
the condi tion which had

a

low degree of positional uncertainty.

One ex-

planation of the difference between the present results and those of
Estes

i

s

that the latter used

whether they saw an

L

oranR

a

detection procedure: subjects reported

in the probed position.

It is a well-docu-
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mented finding that the WSE is difficult
to produce using

a

detection

procedure (Massaro, 1973; Thompson & Massaro,
1973; Bjork & Estes, 1973).
Secondly, there were fewer transposition
errors found for words
than nonwords, as predicted.

These errors accounted for

a

large part

of the WSE in the Flanking mask conditions:
The difference in report ac-

curacy between words and nonwords was 55%, 33%
due to transposition errors and 22% due to inclusion errors.

That is, transposition errors

accounted for 61% of the errors in the Flanking conditions.

This re-

sult is congruent with that of Estes (1975a) who found
(in the simulta-

neous context condition)

a

WSE of 6%, where 4% was due to transposition

errors and 2% was due to intrusion errors: Transposition
errors accounted
for 67% of the errors in his experiment.

In addition,

other results com-

mon to the present experiment and Estes' support the positional uncer-

tainties hypothesis.

First,

a

greater proportion of transposition er-

rors were found for conditions with a high degree of positional uncer-

tainty than those with

a

low degree, and second, transposition errors

migrated more frequently from positions close to the cued position (for
the Flanking and Cued Letter mask conditions of the present experiment).

These results from the transposition error analyses generally

support Estes' positional uncertainty hypothesis.

However, other aspects

of the transposition error data are not congruent with this hypothesis.
Table

5

presents the absolute frequency of each type of error for each

mask condition.

As evidenced by this table, over 40% of the transposition

errors were letters that remained on display and were available to the

subjects during their report.

This result leads us to question the as-

sumption that transposition errors reflect solely subjects' confusions
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regarding the relative positions
of identified letters.

Before trans
position error data can be used
to support or reject the
positional uncertainty hypothesis, it must be
reviewed more carefully in order
to
determine if this assumption is
correct.
The following section presents
the review.
In addition, this section
will review the intrusion error
data in an effort to determine if
there is a single processing mechanism

that could explain both the transposition
and the intrusion error data.
This closer analysis of errors may
provide

a

clearer picture of the pro-

cessing involved in word perception.

TABLE

5

ERROR CLASSIFICATION FOR MASK CONDITIONS
Mask

Total

Errors

Intrusion
Errors

Transposition
Adjacent
Non-Adjacent
Errors
Transposition Transposition

Cued
Letter

333

227

106

57

49

Flanking

386

165

221

159*

62

NonFlanking

357

177

180

49

131*

1076

569

507

Total

*

Masked characters

The nature of errors

.

Let us first examine the possibility that Estes'

claim is correct and that transposition errors result from subjects actually misperceiving the location of an identified letter.
Estes'

According to

positional uncertainty analysis, letters that are most likely to

be seen as emerging from a centrally probed location will

be those which
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are presented adjacent to the probed
location at the interior positions
of the stimulus.

Therefore, more transposition errors should
be report-

ed for those positions, which was the
pattern of results found for the

Flanking mask conditions.
The pattern of transposition errors from the
Nonflanking and Cued

Letter conditions, however, do not conform as well
to the positional

uncertainty predictions.

For the Nonflanking conditions, transposed let-

ters most often migrated from exterior positions
of the stimulus which

were not adjacent to the probed letter.
ten covered by the mask characters.

ture of the positional

The positional

However, these letters were of-

Possibly, the mask changed the na-

uncertainty gradient associated with each letter.

uncertainty analysis might be salvaged if you assume that

the postmask character flattens the positional

uncertainty gradients of

covered letters, whereas allowing letters to remain on display sharpens
their gradient.

With the appropriate mathematic manipulations, one could

generate

in which the probability of report of a non-adjacent

a model

masked letter would be greater than the probability of report of an adjacent letter which remained on display.

Empirical uncertainty gradients

need to be generated in order to test this version of the analysis.
ever, it seems clear that the model would predict that there would be

Howa

higher probability of report of the masked letter closest to the probed
letter at an interior position in the stimulus than

a

masked letter far-

ther away from the probed position at an exterior position in the stimulus.

The results presented in Figure

2

are equivocal on this point; the

predicted pattern of results is found for probe position #2, but not for
probe position #4.
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The positional uncertainty analysis
of the transposition errors
can adequately explain the results
for the transposed letters which were

masked by the postmask characters.

However, as noted earlier, it has

great difficulty in predicting the number
of transposition errors that

were letters which remained on display and
available to the subjects

during their report; 42.8% of the transposition
errors were of this type.
A similar pattern of results was found for
the following and continuing

context conditions in Estes' experiment (1975a);
transposition errors
were reported in the case where all letters except
the cued letter re-

mained on display after the exposure of the single cued
letter.

It

would

be desirable to have an explanation of the transposition
errors which

would encompass all of the results, not only those from selected
conditions of experiments.
are

a

product of

a

One such explanation is that transposition errors

report strategy used by subjects when they are uncer-

tain about either the identity, location, or both, of

stimulus.

There may be two response strategies used.

a

cued letter in
In the case

a

where

subjects were relatively certain about the identity of letters surrounding the probed position but were uncertain about their relative posi-

tions, they would report

a

letter from the general

location of the probe,

probably one that they saw most clearly, such as the letter presented at
the fixation point.

duced by

a

(Uncertainties about relative positions may be pro-

perceptual mechanism; however,

tion of this uncertainty is strategic)

I

am claiming that the resolu-

In the case

where subjects were

uncertain about the identity of the probed letter but were certain about
the identity and location of adjacent letters, they might report any let-

ter they saw clearly.

This could be

a

masked letter presented at the end
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of the stimulus (for Nonflanking
conditions) or they may report an in-

trusion error, or noncreati vely report

a

letter that remained on dis-

play;

if subjects don't see a probed
letter, they report one they have

seen.

This report strategy assumes that, when
they are forced to pro-

duce

a

response on each trial, subjects may not
be very creative in

their selection of

a

response.

Some supporting evidence for this "Un-

sophisticated Guessing" strategy (UGS) may be
found in the examination of
the frequency of letters reported as
intrusion errors.

The most frequent-

ly reported error was the letter "S," which
was reported l\ times more

than the second most frequently reported
letter.

The letter "S" most

closely resembled the mask character used in the present
experiment:

$.

There is some doubt that the nature of the transposition errors
found in this experiment can be totally explained by

certainty analysis.

a

positional un-

If transposition errors reflect both positional

and

identity uncertainty, then they lose their predictive power for the positional uncertainty hypothesis of the WSE.
can be concluded that even if positional
WSE,

If this

is

the case, then it

uncertainty contributes to the

its contribution is relatively insignificant.

Another explanation

of the WSE is needed; a general model of word perception which attempts
to incorporate the results of the present experiment will

the General

Visual

be presented in

Discussion.

similarity of intrusion errors with presented letters

tle of theoretical

.

Very lit-

interest emerged from the analysis of visual similari-

ty of intrusion errors with presented letters, except possibly the fact

that null results were found.

The mean value of feature overlap (aver-
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aged across mask types) between the
reported letter and probed letter
was 44.9%, whereas the arbitrarily
defined base-rate measure was 44.1%.

Though this conclusion rests on the
nature of the base-rate measure used
in the present experiment,

it

is also

consistent with Massaro's results

(1973), where he found that incorrectly reported
letters in

task did not resemble the presented letters.

strategies that do not include partial

detection

a

If subjects use report

information of the stimulus dis-

play, the intrusion errors would not be expected
to resemble presented

letters.

However, other results have revealed

a

high degree of visual

similarity of the reported letter with the presented letter
(Keele
Chase, 1967; Wolford, 1975; Estes, 1975).

&

The varied and multiple dif-

ferences between these experiments in design, procedures, stimuli and

similarity measures prevents any conclusions from being drawn presently.
A more comprehensive investigation of the question of similarity between

presented letters and incorrectly reported letters in

a

word recognition

task remains to be pursued.

Though there did not seem to be any evidence that the reported
letter resembled the presented letter any more than would be expected by
chance, the question remains whether the similarity value of the flanking letters varied across mask conditions,

of similarity values with the cued letter.

in relation to the

variation

This question is of interest

in order to determine if there was any feature migration from letters

flanking the probed letter in the conditions where there was

a

high de-

gree of positional

a

Perturba-

uncertainty.

Wolford (1975) has proposed

tion Model of letter identification in which features from nearby letters

interfere with letter identification.

If this

is the case,

possibly the
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migrating features are incorporated into the
feature group on which the
response is based.

To test this, the visual

similarity between the re-

ported letter and the letters adjacent to the
probed position was cal-

culated for the Cued Letter and Flanking conditions,
where positional un-

certainty was hypothesized to be its lowest and highest,
respectively.
The analysis revealed no significant differences among
the conditions.

This is in keeping with Wolford's decision processes
in the Perturbation
Model, where additional

features in

a

feature group would rarely form

another letter, yielding an intrusion error.

If,

in the present experi-

ment, subjects were using report strategies which did not make use
of
partial

information, then intrusion errors would not be expected to re-

semble presented letters.

Summary

There seems to be little support for a positional uncertainty

explanation of the WSE: the WSE did not vary significantly with changes
in positional
al

uncertainty

uncertainty of the cued letter.

In

addition, the position-

hypothesis was unable to account for the complete pattern

of errors found across all mask conditions.

ception must be developed.

Another model of word per-

However, before various models are consi-

dered, it must be established that the results of the present experiment
are truly produced by a perceptual mechanism and are not produced by

guessing strategies.
In

order to eliminate

The present experiment had no control for guessing.
a

guessing explanation of the present results,

a

third experiment was conducted using the same materials and mask con-

ditions as the present experiment but using

a

forced-choice procedure in-
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stead of

a

partial

report procedure.

found in both experiments,

a

If the same pattern of results is

guessing explanation of the WSE can be

ruled out and the adequacy of other perceptual
models can be explored.

CHAPTER
EXPERIMENT

IV
3

Method

Subjects.

Twenty-one undergraduate students at the
University of Massa-

chusetts/Amherst served as subjects.

They received experimental credit

towards psychology course grades for
their participation in the one-hour

experimental

session.

Design, materials and apparatus.

All

stimulus materials and the manner

in which they were displayed were identical

Procedure.

to those used in Experiment 2

The procedure was similar to that used in Experiment
2, ex-

cept for those procedures needed to present alternative
letters and record subjects' responses.

those used in Experiment

These latter procedures were identical to
1.

Results and Discussion

The average percentage correct for each Stimulus Type

x

Mask x

Cued Letter Position condition was calculated, first averaging across
stimuli within these conditions for each subject and then averaging a-

cross subjects for each stimulus within condition.

The former set of

proportions was submitted to four-factor, Wi thin-subjects analysis with
three fixed effects variables and one random effects variable (subjects).
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The latter set was submitted to an analysis
of variance with stimuli
as the random effects variable.

The min

F'

statistics that are report-

ed are calculated by combining the F
statistics from these two ANOVAs

(Clark, 1973).

The average proportion correct for each condition is
presented
in Table 6.

Letters in words were recognized better than letters in
non-

words, 80.8% vs. 63.5%, respectively, min

F'

(1,

17)

=

99.95, p<.001.

However, there was no difference in recognition accuracy between
the
three masks, 78.0%, 74.1%, and 78.7% for the Cued Letter, Flanking
and

Nonflanking mask conditions, min

F'

<

2.0.

Moreover, the interaction be-

tween words vs. nonwords and mask type was not significant, min
1.0.

F'

<

The difference in recognition accuracy between words and nonwords

was 24.0%, 27.8%, and 28.7%, for the Cued Letter, Flanking and Nonflanking conditions, respectively.

No other effects approached significance.

The same pattern of results was found for both the partial report

procedure used in Experiment
in the present experiment.

2

and for the forced-choice procedure used

The smaller WSE in this experiment can be

attributed to the 50% expected value due to guessing between two alternatives as compared to the near zero expected value due to guessing in

Experiment

2.

The lack of any significant effects of mask type on the

WSE using a forced-choice procedure eliminates
the WSE found in Experiment 2.

A general

be presented in the following chapter.

a

guessing explanation of

model of word perception will
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TABLE

6

PERCENTAGE OF LETTERS CORRECTLY RECOGNIZED
IN WORDS
AND NONWORDS ACROSS MASK CONDITIONS
AND CUED LETTER POSITION
IN EXPERIMENT 3

—

—
2

Cued Letter

Flanking

Nonflanking

3

Mean

4

Word

90.5

87.3

92.1

90.0

Nonword

64.3

66.7

67.1

66.0

WSE

26.2

20.6

25.0

24.0

Word

88.1

87.7

88.1

88.0

Nonword

53.2

60.3

67.1

60.2

WSE

34.9

27.4

21.0

27.8

Word

91.3

94.5

93.3

93.0

Nonword

64.7

71.8

56.4

64.3

WSE

26.6

22.7

36.9

28.7

CHAPTER

V

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The purpose of this thesis was to determine if the
resolution
of positional

uncertainty of identified letters contributed in any way

to the superior perception of words over nonwords.

Estes' model of let-

ter identification in words was tested explicitly.

He claimed that the

Word Superiority Effect was based solely upon subjects' ability to locate

perceived letters properly in words.

The specific perceptual mechanisms

that produce this effect presumably occur in the decision substage, when
the orthographic regularities of word context help subjects identify

which presented letter was probed.

Estes'

formulation was tested by ma-

nipulating the degree of positional uncertainty of letters in words and
nonwords.

It was

predicted that if positional uncertainty was reduced

for nonwords, then there should be an increase in the accuracy of identi-

fication of letters.

The experimental manipulations of positional uncer-

tainty would not greatly affect the identification of letters in words
since it was claimed to occur automatically.

Hence, there should be

a

reduction in the WSE when subjects are more certain about the relative
positions of letters in stimuli.
of the positional

In

addition, two secondary predictions

uncertainty hypothesis were tested.

For Experiment 1,

it was predicted that more errors would be made when the internal

letters

of the stimulus were cued (where positional uncertainty is the greatest)

than when the external

letters were cued.
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For Experiment 2, it was

.
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predicted that the difference in
report accuracy between words and
nonwords would be due to a large
extent to the number of transposition
errors.
In general,

port Estes'

the results of the present experiments
did not sup-

positional uncertainty hypothesis.

A summary of the dis-

confirming results follows:
1.

In

Experiment

slightly more errors were made for cued
letters pre-

1,

sented at the external
ed at the internal
2.

In

Experiments

positions of the stimulus than those present-

positions

and 3, where positional uncertainty was
varied by

2

allowing certain letters to remain on display after
the critical exposure duration, the size of the WSE did not vary
significantly with
this manipulation
3.

In

Experiment 2, the number of transposition errors accounted for

less than half of the difference in report accuracy between words
and

nonwords
Based upon these results, as well as those of Johnston (1978), it
can be concluded that the resolution of positional uncertainty of identi-

fied letters is no^ the perceptual mechanism underlying the WSE.

explanation of the WSE needs to be developed.
view

a

will

be presented.

recent model of the WSE, and

a

Another

The next section will

re-

general model of word perception

Before these models are considered, one major ques-

tion remains to be discussed: What process accounts for the production of

transposition errors?

Estes' major unstated assumption (1975a) was that

transposition errors reflected subjects' confusion regarding the relative
positions of identified letters.

The validity of this assumption was
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questioned when the complete pattern
of transposition errors was considered in Experiment

It was

2.

found that over 40% of the transposi-

tion errors were not explained by
predictions based upon

uncertainty hypothesis.

a

positional

This result suggests that transposition
errors

may reflect more than subjects' confusion
regarding the relative positions of letters.

Experiment

It was

proposed in the discussion of the results of

that errors produced in a partial

2

report procedure reflect

subjects' uncertainty regarding both letter
identity and letter position

information.

The nature of the errors could be produced by

a

number of

different response strategies used by the subject.
It can be concluded that transposition errors
do not solely re-

flect positional uncertainties.

However, the question of to what extent

do they reflect position confusions, or reflect the lack
of other infor-

mation from the stimulus display, awaits further research.
al

research that focuses on this question should use

a

Any addition-

whole report pro-

cedure where guessing is not encouraged, since this provides the experi-

menter with

a

complete picture concerning subjects' perceptions of the

whole display.

Models of Word Perception

Since Estes' positional uncertainty explanation was disconfirmed,

another model of word perception must be developed to explain the perceptual

superiority of words over nonwords.

perception

is

be reviewed.

Before

a

general model of word

specified, Johnston's Type 4 (1978) model of the WSE will
His model

deserves special attention because it was devel-

oped to explain his experimental results which provided strong evidence
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against both Estes' positional
uncertainty hypothesis and all models
which employ top-down activation
(SGTs).
The Type 4 model is strictly hierarchical, where word codes are
identified from their activated component

letter codes.

Information is lost after the feature
extraction stage but

before the establ i shment of
sumes thatactive

1

a

long-lasting perceptual code

.

Johnston as-

etter codes are more susceptible to
interference from

the patterned postmask than the word
codes

.

Since there are no word codes

activated for nonwords or single letters,
most letter information is quickly lost.

However, for words, the activated word code
remains available to

the subject and guides the overt response.

The WSE is due to the suppres-

sion of performance for single letters and nonwords;
stimul

i

that have

a

longer-lasting perceptual code will be perceived better than
those that do not
Johnston's model of word perception offered
tion of his experimental

tioned.

results.

a

viable explana-

However, its generality must be ques-

First, he postulated the existence of only feature detectors,

letter and word codes in his perceptual memory network.

Without the ex-

istence of intermediate level units (such as syllables and spelling patterns), his model

is

incapable of explaining the perceptual superiority

of orthographical ly regular nonwords over orthographical ly irregular nonwords.

Secondly, since there is no top-down activation, all of the com-

ponent letters must be activated before its word code is activated.

Johnston stated that this may be the case for the identification of fourletter words in his experiment.

However, if all

letters must be identi-

fied correctly, then this model has difficulty explaining how proofreaders'

errors are made, where

a

word is identified even though it is mis-

spelled (that is, not all of the component letters are correctly iden-
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tified).

With the addition of two more assumptions,
Johnston's model

might account for this phenomenon.
vation threshold.
its usage as well
in prose).

First, each word code has an acti-

This threshold is dependent upon the
frequency of
as

prior context (such as the identification
of words

Secondly, task demands influence the level
of processing in

the perceptual memory network.

For letter identification tasks, the

letter-code level or the visual word-code level might
be most relevant
levels for responding, whereas, in reading
connected discourse, the ar-

ticulatory code may be most relevant.

In

the experimental

procedures

usually used to test the WSE, activation thresholds for words
may be
high (hence most all
sual

letters must be correctly identified) and the vi-

word code or letter codes may be the levels used to determine the

response.

In

reading connected discourse, activation thresholds for

word-codes may be low (hence, not all letters must be correctly identified), and the acoustic/articulatory codes may be the level that deter-

mines the response.
If prior context, which is

a

type of top-down activation, is in-

corporated into Johnston's model, then, logically, it should include
top-down activation from current context.

clearly argue against this.
findings.

Time will test the generality of Johnston's

For the present purposes, Johnston's conclusion that there is

no top-down activation in visual

late

a

word perception will be used to formu-

general model of word perception, which will be presented below.
First,

1

However, Johnston's results

a

memory structure similar to the one presented in Figure

will be postulated.

Secondly,

a

three-stage process model

,

which includes
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the feature extraction, interpretation,
and report stages, will

specified.
stated.

Below, the processing assumptions
of this model will be

Then,

the WSE will

a

discussion of the specific mechanisms
which account for

follow.

Feature extraction
a)

be

.

Information enters the visual

information processing system via in-

put channels that operate in parallel
across the visual field.
b)

Feature detectors for each channel are activated
upon the presentation of the critical

input in that location.

These feature detectors

resemble letter fragments.
c)

Encoding of the relative positions of single features
and groups of
features occurs independently of and parallel to feature
detection.

d)

Both identity information and positional

information combine and

activate letter codes at the next higher level.
not travel

Interpretation
a)

All

input does

beyond the letter code level.

.

units have an activation threshold which is determined in part

by previous experience and the experimental
b)

Featural

demands.

Active letter units feed into higher-order units such as syllables
or words.

Letter codes whose activation states do not reach threshold

do not send activation to higher-order units.
c)

Activation proceeds automatically (without attentional capacity)
throughout the network.

d)

Current context has no effect on the activation patterns of the network.

Specifically, there is no top-down activation or reduction of
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response thresholds for partially
identified letters.
e)

The decision process is affected
by the task demands of the
experi-

mental procedure.

It

may "turn its attention to" the level
of codes

which are most applicable to producing
the response.

Alternately,

it may simply select the activated
unit(s) at the highest level.
f)

The activated unit(s) are translated
into an acoustic/articulatory

code, which is immediately available
to strategic processing in

short-term memory.
visual

Moreover, this code is resistant to any further

interference from the postmask.

Response generation

.

a)

All

b)

Response motor programs are activated with the selected
response.

information in STM is searched for the relevant response.

This may be the report of

a

letter or the press of

a

key.

The Word Superiority Effect arises from the automatic activation
of higher-order perceptual

units, which themselves are more resistant to

decay or interference from the postmask.

Alternatively, they may be

readily translated into an acoustic/articulatory code which
to decay or visual
In

is

resistant

interference, and can be retained longer via rehearsal

the perception of orthographical ly unfamiliar nonwords, higher-order

units are not activated because they do not exist in the perceptual

memory network.

Only letter units are activated; however, these units

may be more subject to decay or interference from the postmask than

higher-order units.

The deficit in performance found in nonwords could

result from one of two related processes.

One possibility is that the

acoustic/articulatory code may not be readily available for letter units.
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This may be due to

a

"perceptual

set" that directs the decision
stage

to look for activated higher-order
units first.

Since it does not hap-

pen for nonwords, the decision stage
must try to capture what remaining activation there is at the
letter level

and a serial

translation of

the letter units into their
acoustic/articulatory codes begins.

process makes some sense introspecti
vely.

This

When we read a line of text,

rarely do letter names fill our "mind's
ear."

However, when

type,

I

every letter is sounded out to guide my
slow, error-prone fingers.
A second possibility is that the
letter units do have readily

accessible acoustic/articulatory codes.

However, when they are all

available they must be rehearsed because they decay
quickly; this rehearsal

is serial

hearsal

(or translation as presented above)

mands.

In

and takes processing capacity.

conditions where there is

a

The exact order of re-

dependent upon task de-

is

strong left-to-right processing

demand, as in Experiment 1, serial position curves would show
in accuracy from left to right.

When rehearsal

a

decrease

is necessary on a

large

proportion of trials, as for nonwords, this decrease should be quite pronounced, which was the pattern of results found for the nonword serial

position curves in Experiment

necessary only on

a

small

1.

For words, however, rehearsal may be

number of trials.

Generally,

a

word code is

activated which captures all identity and position information.
for some trials, the word code is not activated and
the identified letters must begin.

duce serial

a

serial

However,

rehearsal of

This mixture of strategies would pro-

position curves that would show

a

left-to-right decrease in

performance, but this decrease would not be as pronounced as the nonword
results.

This pattern was found for the word serial position data in

.
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Experiment

1

Other processing demands might produce serial
position curves
that are of different shapes.

In

conditions where centrally displayed

letters are probed most frequently, the processing
order may start at
the centermost letter and go towards the
periphery.
serial

This would produce

position curves that would show the highest performance
at the

fixation point and lower performances as you move into
the periphery,
found in Experiment

2.

Given some report demands, there may even be

a

right-left translation (rehearsal) order, as found by Wolford and
Hollingsworth (1974), and Estes, Allmeyer and Reder (1976).
This model of the WSE can explain why the manipulations of positional uncertainty did not influence the size of the WSE in the present

experiments.

Experiment

1

Stimuli presented with large spaces between letters in

might have allowed individual letters to be more accurately

identified than stimuli presented with narrow spaces.

However, activated

letter units from nonwords did not activate any higher-order units.
Hence, the information from these letter units decayed

or was inter-

fered with by the postmask, and therefore was not available to the re-

sponse generation stage.

In

Experiment

the manipulation of the number

2,

and position of letters remaining on display in the postmask did not

allow the activation of higher-order units.

However, the remaining let-

ters may have influenced some response generation strategies, such that

subjects may have inhibited the report of

a

letter that remained on dis-

play because it was clear that it wasn't presented in the probed position.
A similar conclusion was made by Johnston

(1978), where contextual

con-

straint was found to be effective in reducing the report of nonpermis-
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sible letters.
This mode! could account for transposition
errors found in

Experiment

2

by postulating that they result
from strategic processing

in the response generation stage,
or by postulating a fallible letter

location encoding process.
vious chapter.

The former process was discussed in the
pre-

The fallible letter location may occur in
the interpre-

tation stage and is probably

a

time dependent process-there is more

positional uncertainty as time increases.

If the perception of nonwords

takes longer than the perception of words, the
relative positions of

letters in nonwords have

a

higher likelihood of being misplaced.

How-

ever, contrary to Estes' view of positional uncertainty,
the model would

claim that if subjects transpose

a

letter to the probed position and then

receive information that this was not the probed letter {that is, if
their response letter was one that remained on display in the postmask),
they do not use any partial
letters.

In this case,

letter or

a

information to "reorder" their perception of

they would simply guess, whether it be

random

letter that was presented elsewhere in the stimulus that was

especially salient, or noncreati vely say "S."
tain about the identity of

a

When subjects are uncer-

probed letter, they rarely base their errone-

ous response on partial or uncertain information that remains.
al

a

research on how positional and featural

Addition-

information combine may pro-

vide more insights into this question.
This presently proposed model of word perception, with the added

discussion of the WSE, incorporates many of the important phenomena found
in

information processing models of short-term and long-term memory: in-

formation

is

limited due to decay and interference as well as limited
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capacity strategic mechanisms; information

is

retained better if it is

very familiar or can be easily chunked
with other incoming information.
This model

implies that the perceptual

system is an extension of short-

term and long-term memory stores and
processes.

Since most research in

cognitive psychology uses linguistic materials,
it may have relevance to
general macro-models of information processing.

However, it may have

little relevance to understanding the complexities
of reading text.

This

subject will be considered in greater detail in the
following section.

Ruminations on Relevance to Readi

The present studies have very little relevance to the
understanding of how people read or to the teaching of reading.

The only conclusion

that is nearly relevant is that the WSE in adults is produced by the over-

learning of the visual patterns of words and their associated phonological
translations.

This perceptual learning is described by Gibson (1969) and

La Berge and Samuels

(1974).

Forming spelling-to-sound associations may

be of great importance in learning to read.

Gleitman and Rozin (1977)

stress this conclusion; they state that since children already have an exft

tensive vocabulary by the time they reach school, the initial reading process should focus on the translation of the written symbol

culatory code that they already know.

into the arti-

They also claim that the unit by

which children should be taught spelling-to-sound is the syllable, which
is more invariant in articulation than are individual

letters.

The im-

portance of the syllable in adult word perception has been reviewed by
Smith and Spoehr (1974).

Since syllables are important units in adult

perception, teaching their spelling-to-sound correspondence may be an ef-
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fective starting point in reading
instruction.
(1977) have developed

a

Rozin and Gleitman

reading program around this concept,
and re-

port they have had success with it.

One of the minor motivations in studying
the nature and cause
of transposition errors in adult tachistoscopic
performance of words
and nonwords was that it might provide
some insight into

problem of poor readers: reversal of letters.

a

similar

This has been one of the

earliest identified and most frequently cited
problems of poor readers
and dyslexics (Orton, 1925).

However, Ingram (1968) claims that it

usually accompanies other reading deficits.

Moreover, this specific

deficit may be purely physiological, resulting from mixed
cerebral dominance.

If so,

it is difficult to see how the study of competent adult

readers can contribute to the diagnosis or treatment of children who have
this specific problem in reading.
In addition,

there seems to be little of relevance of any tachis-

toscopic study of adult readers to the problems of teaching reading,
helping poor readers or even understanding of the reading of a sentence.

Contrary to tachistoscopic studies, normal reading of text provides the
reader with an overabundance of information.

abstracted is of greatest interest.
by Rayner and McConkie (for

a

How this information is

Recent work in eye-movement research

review, see Rayner

&

McConkie, 1977) seems

to provide some relevant insight into this complex process.

finding is that, for

a

single fixation, subjects are able to identify

two words at most, not a whole phrase.
ing is a very serial

late these visual

One major

process.

stimuli

If so,

This seems to indicate that readit would help the reader to trans-

into a form which would be more resistant to

.
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visual

interference (from the next fixation)
and that can be used in
working memory. This translation
process corresponds closely to
that
used to explain the WSE in the
model developed in this section.
One can readily conclude that
the tachistoscopic study of
adult

word recognition will not provide
many insights into understanding
the
reading process.
If researchers are interested
in how people read, they
should study people reading.
If people are interested in how
adults
see street signs at night from a
fast moving car, they should study
the

Word Superiority Effect.

However, it

is

not always this simple.

The

problem is using paradigms that may provide
unambiguous results; such
paradigms are more likely used in laboratory
research.
ing problems via these methods may
not be a total

loss.

However, study-

Searching for

•lost keys under the light of the lamppost
may provide searchers with com-

petencies that they can carry with them into the dark,
uncertain spheres
where keys dwel

1
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A

N

TABLE

7

STIMULI FOR EXPERIMENT
Cued Letter Position

Narrow
Choice
Stimul u's
letters

NECK
DEAR
SOIL
RING
LOOK
NEED
KIND
CALL
EAST
COAT
CASE
ROLL
FEAR
GOAL
DKEC
TAER
BLIO

ND
DT
OD
I

R

NF
KM
CB
EP
CB
CV
RT
FG
60

1

1

Wide
jt mu us
1

1

GAME
BELL
TU
T
rl 1
f T MP
K>iNb
r

1

1

r
AMD
LArlr
Dn TM

WiLU
UA Mn
Tni
ULUn
1

nnwc
UUlNc

WLo

Choice
letters
GS
BF
TC
KR
CL
RP
WM
Ul
HL
TDB
no
1

1

Tl IPM

TD0
DU
KH
1

RATC
r\H
1

FTi
r

L.

RF
r\L.

r

w

ON

TD
BS

SGNI
BOKO
FEDE
MNID
BLLA
PSTA
BTUA
VSEA
TLOL

TR

GERA
CALO

GF
CG

SR
BL
FN

MK
BC
PE
BC
VC

FLEL
CIHN
RGIN
LMPA
PIAN
MDLI
LNAD
BLDO
BNOE
BSET
BNRU
HTAE
WIER

FB

CT
RK
LC
PR
MW
LH
BT
BD
BW
BT
HR
WF

TABLE

7— Continued

Cued Letter Position

J

u

Narrow
Choice
mu us
letters
1

1

nLC

r

AiT
T
iA
AU
EA
rt

fl

LACK
SEND
TYPF
1

1

1

In

OO

DUI

1

1

in

GROW
vj r\ w M

PI

RFI
L> L. L. T

Fn

1

LOVF

RACF
COST
1 on
FTPI
FAI N

nil K

NASD
PATE
SASM
LUDL
OLGW
TOBL
EIVL
GISN
EICR
TAGS
HASW

U1
AT

DA
vJn
TA
in
TA
in
AT
ni
MA
Un

AE
AY
AI
OU

LR
OE
10
10
IA

AO
AI

2

Wide
Stimul us

SHOW
WALL
GIVE
WANT
BAND
PULL
TONE
SNOW
FARM
HILL
n ATI
BOTH
STAR
MALE
BORN
1

WLOS
LEWL
VAGE
WETN
NOBD
LIPL
NUTE
SLWD
FIMR
LALH
HATB
SCRA
EIML
NABR

rhm*
O VJ r
wp
C
t

1

I

HL

AE
IA

AE
AO
UI
OU

NL
AI
IA

OA
TL
AI

OA
LH
EA
AI

EA
OA
lU

UO
LN
IA
AI

OA
CT
IA

AO

p

A

TABLE

7— Continued

Cued Letter Position

Narrow
Choice
J t imu US
letters
HFAn
AK
1

n7
\JL

CODE
WIFE
nur

L.

DN
FD
Dl
rL

DnoL.

ON
AC
Mt

on V C
jUr
LUoC

\/l

Dl^
Kl\

1

DPI

If^

R
T
Mot.
onU
1

LUKIi

V

L

CD
r K
CM

UA
cr\
oU
1

1

UU

KA
Z.U

Mn

EIDW
EHLO
AEKB
YREG
EOKW
ASLE
STRO
ELNO
GDAR
lEDR
HSUT

DF
LP
KS
EA
KR
LV
RF
NS
AU
OS
UO

3

wide

Stimulus

Cho i r
1

CARE
FIVE
LATE
CAME
STOP
POST
FLOW
WAVE
PALE
HATE
TAKE
BONE
FATE
TRIP
ECSA
Tn
EIRE
ALKE
AERC
TSEP
OTRP
WFEL
WEKA
EPCA
EHVA
EAPT
OBRE
EFMA
RTAP
r"

r*

ettpr<;

RS

VR

TK
MR
OE
SR
OE
VK
LC
TV
KP

NR

TM
lA

SR
RV
KT
RM
EO
RS
EO
KV

CL
VT
PK
RM
MT
AI

TABLE

7— Continued

Cued Letter Position 4

Narrow
Choice
Stimulus
etters
1

LOAN
LIFT
SEAT

ND
TE
TL

MTI V

KE
ED
MN
EN
MP
RT
DE

CARE
WARM
CORE
SLIM
NEAR
FIND
FEET
SHOP
FORM
EVER

ALOD
FILE
ASEL
LMIE
ARCD
AWRN
OCRN
LSIP
EANT
IFNE
EFEL
HOST

OFRK
VEEN

TL
PT

MK
RN
DN
ET
LT

EK
DE

NM
NE
PM
TR
ED
LT
TP
KM
NR

wide
Choice
Stimul us^
letters
(III \Jk

\

HOST
WEAR
COOL
TOOK
BEAT
PINK
HEAR
FILM
MAIN
POOR
REAL
MEAN
FACT
HARD
SOHE

AWEK
OCOK
OOTL
AEBR
PNIE
EHAT
LFIE
AERD
EMAT
CFAE
RAHM
AIML
OOPL

\A

TF

RK
LK
KL

TR
KE
RT
ME
NL
RL
LD
NT
TE
DM

ET
KR
KL

LK
RT
EK
TR
EM
DL
TN
ET
MD
LN
LR
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B

87

TABLE 3
STIMULI FOR EXPERIMENTS

2

Cued Letter Position
Cued Letter
XTToice
Stimulus
letters

BLEED
SPOKE
FRANK
STORE
PORCH
CLOSE
SMELL
SNAKE
LOVER
REACH
CHEEK
SHELL
ERBDE
OMESP
KLFAN
SCEOR
REHPC
OHCES
EPLLS
EHSKA
EIRVL
HOCRA
ERKEC
LPLES

Flankinc
the ice
Stimul us
letters

LR
PM
RL
TC
OE
LH
MP
NH
01
EO
HR
HP

PITCH
ASIDE
FUNNY
SHEAR
SLATE
BRUSH
FRAME
SHORT
SPRAY
SHEER
SWEPT
SCORN

RL
RL
HP
PT
HT
WL
CW

RL

TACHP
IBDEA
NAYNF
EPASR
EKTES
ULHBS
ALMFE
TPORS
YTRAS
ETSRE
ELSTP
RWNSO

AI
BS
AU
PH
KL
LR
LR
PH
YP
TH
LW
WC

MP
LR
CT
EO
HL
PM
HN
10

OE
OE
PH

lA

SB
UA
HP

LK

AND

3

2

Nonflankinq
Stimulus
letters

THICK
NOVEL
PHONE
SWEET
SLAVE
ABUSE
SCOPE
BOARD
BELLY
SLEEP
CROWN
CLASS

HR
OA
HR
WH
LH
BM
CL
OE

TRKIC
VANLE
ORCNP
FHTSE
VHASE
SMEU/5

RH
AO
RH
HW
HL
MB

OLSEP
AEBDR
LULEY
EHEPS
NLWOC
ACRSS

LC
EO
UE
HL
LR
RL

EU
LH
RL

LR

II
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8— Continued

TABLE

Cued Letter Position
Cued Letter
Choice
Stimul us
letters

STUCK

UA

UrF
BEACH

UI

b

1

TRACK
SWUNG
BROKE
FLESH
BLIND
SKILL
WAVES
WATER
SHORT

CTASK
TFIFS
CELBH
CTURK
NWISG
KEABR
FSAHL
BDANL
SLULK
SWGAE
EAFRW
THIRS

AL
AU
UI

OA
EA
lA
lU

VG
TF
01
AU
lU

LA
UA
lU

AO
AE
AI
UI
GV
FT
10

Fl
^f" i mi

1

1

lie

SHALL
MODEL
DRAWN
GROSS
QUITE
GRANT
CRASH
MAJOR
DRIVE
DRINK
STALL
CHECK
LLEHS
OMTEL
DNDRW
RSASG
EQOTU
RNUTG
SCUHR
OAYMR
VEODR
KRUND
LLITS
HKICC

ankinq
Choice
1 etters
AE
DT

TD
All

AU
ilY
U
1

lU

AT
EI

EA
TD
OA
AO
01

UA
UA
YJ
01
UI
lA
IE

3

Nonf Tanking

Stimulus

f^^i"
letters

DRAFT
QUICK
METAL
MARCH
STOCK
BENCH
GRAND
THINK
ARISE
CHOSE
BLACK
MONTH

A
lA

DTIRF
KUAQC
EMDAL
AHTML
TSICK
HBLCE
DNIER
KTAHN
SROAE
SCAHE
BCOKL
HTUMO

lA
AI
DT

ID
RT
01

NL
AI
lA
10

OA
AO
NU

TR
10
LN
lA

A
01

AO
OA
UN
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TABLE

3— Continued

Cued Letter Position 4

Cued Letter
Choice
Stimulus
letters

SHIFT
GLOBE
PRIME
GRACE
WORDS
STRIP
SCALE
BLAME
STORE
DROVE
PLANE
TOUCH
HSIRT
EGOVL
RPIDE
AEGDR
RWSKO
TPSAR
CESRA
LAEDB
SEONT
DOENR
EALTP
TOHGU

FR
BV
MD
CD

DK
lA

LR
MD
RN
VN
NT
CG
RF
VB
DM
DC
KD
AI
RL
DM
NR
NV
TN
GC

Flankinci
Choi ce
Stimul us
1

TEARS
STOVE
CURVE
STAGE
PROVE
TRADE
THEME
CHEST
UNITY
BIRTH
SHORE
WOMEN
STAME
OTERS
RUESC
ASTRE
RPOBE
EATCR
HTESE
HCTAE
NUYFI
IBHCR
OHSNE
NOMAW

etters
RM
VR
VS
GR
VB
DC
MS
SA

TF
TC
RN
EA

MR
RV
SV
RG
BV
CD

SM
AS
FT
CT
NR
AE

Nonflankinq
Stimulus
letters

WOUND
LEAVE
PRIDE
SHAPE
TRUCK
SPITE
PRICE
SHAPE
THREW
GRADE
WHITE
SPACE

NL
VS
DR
PR
CN

ODULW
FGASL
REPZI
AEHRS
UTRNK
IPSRE

LN
SV
ZD
RP
NC
RT
DC
DP
OE
PD
LT
RL

REPDI
HESDA
HWTOR
AEGPR
IHELW
EAPRS

TR
CD
PD
EO
DP
TL
CR

TABLE 8--Continued
Filler Items: Cued
Stimulus
LOCAL
CHAIR
HOTEL
TRAIN
NORTH
CLEAN
MONEY
GREEN
TABLE
PLANT
WATCH
PLAIN

Choice
letters
LF
RN
HM
NL

NW
NR
MH
NT
TC
TE
WM
ND

r

Positions

Stimulus

1

and

P h m' CO
1

FALCO
ACIHN
METOL
RATIL
WRTOH
LECAR
HYEON
EEGRT
CBLEA
LNPAE
MAHTC
LAIPD

5

pi"

t P yc;

FL

NR
MH
LN

m

RN
HM
TN
CT
ET

MW
DN
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